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Abstract
of
DETERMINANTS OF VACANCY IN RETAIL POWER CENTERS IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY:
WHEN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SHOULD INTERVENE IN DECLINING SHOPPING CENTERS
AND IDENTIFYING DESIRABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INCENTIVES

by
Natasha Marie Drane
On January 31, 2018, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors (Board), during a
workshop, focused its attention on retail shopping centers experiencing chronic vacancies. In
2017, another major big-box retail closure in a shopping center prone to big-box departure
sparked the Board’s discussion of this issue. The Board’s interest in declining shopping centers
within Sacramento County (county) is the impetus of this Master’s in Public Policy and
Administration thesis.
This thesis employs a nested research design using both quantitative (regression analysis)
and qualitative (interviews) methods. The regression analysis attempts to answer the research
question: What causes vacancies in power centers located within Sacramento County? The
findings of this portion of the study show location to competition and socioeconomic
characteristics of neighborhoods near shopping centers highly influence vacancies. Specifically,
when competition increases by one retail power center within one to three miles, the vacancy rate
of a retail power center increases by 26 percent. The competition variables within 3-5 miles and
within 8-10 miles have a positive effect on lease rates, driving vacancy rates down by 14 percent
and 8 percent respectively. Household income above $200,000 decreased vacancy rates by 6.9
percent and having a higher education degree decreased vacancy rates by 3.25 percent.
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The regression analysis provides information, given available data, about what contributes
to vacancies in Sacramento big-box retail centers, but this thesis also aimed to understand
qualitatively what the county can do, if anything, to help these shopping centers with high
vacancy rates and in decline or at risk of decline. The qualitative research question is: What can
Sacramento County do, if anything, to help shopping centers in decline or at risk of decline
become profitable again?
Whether a local government intervenes into a declining shopping depends on the
consideration of several factors, including retail market conditions as well as ownership and
shopping center characteristics. The decision to provide incentives requires a determination of
whether the incentive will help improve the outcome of the property over the long term, which
requires a look at retail market conditions, owner needs, and property needs. Identifying the
needs of owners and the property are important, but a local government must also evaluate its
own priorities and identify its financial and human resource capacity to provide an incentive. The
most important incentives for developers are certainty of time and cost, but economic incentives
help also, when it determines the success of a project.
The recommendations presented in this thesis take into consideration factors that the county
can exercise control over and that can help improve economic development activities in the
county in order to address the broader issue of declining retail shopping centers.

_______________________, Committee Chair
Robert Wassmer, Ph.D.

_______________________
Date
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
The vibrancy of local communities relies, in part, on how well local retail markets
perform. Semuels (2017) notes that national retail closures over the last year are challenging state
and local governments to consider the public policy implications for underperforming retail
centers. Thomas (2018) explains that retailers with large store footprints, including big-box
retailers across the U.S. are a focal point for retail closures with retailers like Toys R US and
Walmart’s Sam’s Club closing many or all of their locations in 2018. Thomas and Thompson
(2017) write that a close look at national and local market conditions reveals that retail is
evolving to meet the changing demands of consumers. E-commerce is driving much of this
change but does not fully account for the quickly evolving retail conditions seen with major
retailers like Walmart shuttering brick and mortar locations in Sacramento County (county).
On January 31, 2018, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors (Board) focused its
attention on retail shopping centers experiencing chronic vacancies. In 2017, another major bigbox retail closure in a shopping center prone to big-box departure sparked the Board’s discussion
of this issue. Given the Board’s interest, the purpose of this Master’s in Public Policy and
Administration thesis is an investigation of the following research questions: What drives changes
in vacancy rates within retail power centers located in Sacramento County? In addition, what can
Sacramento County do, if anything, to help shopping centers in decline or at risk of decline
become profitable again?
This study answers these research questions through a nested research design using
quantitative and qualitative methods. To answer my first research question, I perform a
regression analysis by evaluating the effects of retail center characteristics, proximity to
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competition, and neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics on retail lease rates. I hypothesize
that proximity to competition and neighborhood socioeconomics around retail centers drive
changes in vacancy. The Board is not only interested in understanding what causes vacancies but
also in how to help shopping centers experiencing vacancies that may be in decline or at risk of
decline become profitable again, which cannot be answered with the use of regression analysis.
To answer my second research question, I interview professionals in the field of economic
development to gather and provide more information to the Board about what involvement, if
any, is appropriate and necessary for the county in helping shopping centers that are in decline or
at risk of decline.
The remainder of this introduction discusses the following: (1) Sacramento County’s
interest in studying shopping center vacancies; (2) The changing face of retail: historical and
modern contexts; (3) Retailers, retail center owners, developers, and Sacramento County respond
to changes in retail trends and growing shopping center vacancies; and, (6) Remaining chapters of
this thesis.
Sacramento County’s Interest in Studying Shopping Center Vacancies
Sacramento County Demographics
To better understand what drives the Board’s interest and where the county is situated
within the retail and employment markets, this section discusses the county’s demographics,
including population, household income, and employment figures.
Sacramento County is the eighth largest county in California by population and
encompasses 994 square miles. More than 1.5 million people live in the county and of those
588,798 live in the unincorporated portion of the county. Among more than 480 California cities,
the unincorporated area in the county would be the fifth largest city in California if incorporated.
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In the unincorporated portions, the county serves as the municipal services provider including
waste management and recycling, water service (in some areas), streets and road maintenance,
and land use and planning services. The seven incorporated cities in the county include
Sacramento, Elk Grove, Rancho Cordova, Citrus Heights, Folsom, Galt and Isleton. The median
household income is $57,509 in 2016 dollars. The median home price as of August 2018 is
$369,950.
The unemployment rate in the county is 3.8%, down 0.9% as compared to one year ago.
Total employment for all industries in the Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) is
998,900 jobs of which 101,900 jobs make up the retail trade industry or 10.2%. Government jobs
make up the largest portion of the employment sector in the Sacramento region with 237,700
jobs. Education and health services are the second largest portion with 158,800 job. Trade,
which includes retail trade, is the third largest sector with 157,800 jobs. The Sacramento MSA
gained 100 retail sector jobs from August 2017 to August 2018. Kosmont (2018) reports that the
top five occupations in the MSA are (1) food preparation and serving; (2) personal care aids; (3)
cashiers; (4) retail sales person; and (5) general office clerks.
What Drives the Board’s Interest in Shopping Center Vacancy Rates in Sacramento County?
At a Board workshop held on January 31, 2018, the Board directed staff to review retail
shopping center vacancies within the county to determine what options the county has to address
chronic vacancy patterns and seek more economic opportunities. Retail power centers in the
county are particularly prone to chronic vacancies. Characterized by having several freestanding
stores, big box centers range in size from 250,000 to 600,000 square feet. Figure 1 contains a
map of the 16 retail power centers within the county that are the subject of this study.
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Three main factors drive the Board’s attention on this issue. Retail sales tax, of which the
county receives one percent, is an important source of discretionary revenue for the county
making up 18.5 percent of the total general-purpose revenue budget. This equals in total dollars
in FY 2018-2019 $80 million, which funds county programs and services. The Board is also
interested in continuing to grow local jobs in support of the local economy. Finally, the Board is
reacting to residents’ concerns and interests in what is occurring in retail centers that serve their
communities. Particularly, as it relates to retail vacancies and the type of retail that will fill
vacant spaces. With greater vacancy rates in certain shopping centers in the county as compared
to the other markets, it is easy to see why residents and the Board have an interest in investigating
this issue.
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FIGURE 1: Map of Centers in Sacramento County
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Comparing Sacramento County Vacancy Rates to National and Sacramento Metropolitan Area
Trends
The county is not immune to market trends toward big box closures. Vacancy patters in
the county outpace national and Sacramento MSA trends. Figure 2 compares national, MSA, and
Sacramento County retail vacancy rates for 2017 to 2018.
Jones Lang Lasalle IP, INC. (2018) reports that U.S. retail vacancy rates in the first
quarter of 2017 continued to fall as rents climbed. The total national retail vacancy rate stood at
4.9 percent. In contrast, the county’s overall retail vacancy rate, as reported by CoStar™ using
2017 data, stood at 7.2 percent, two basis points higher than the national average and a little more
than one basis point higher than the Sacramento MSA. The national vacancy rate for power
centers is five percent as compared to the county’s 9.2 percent rate. The county has almost
double the vacancy rate in retail power centers as compared to national figures and more than two
basis points higher than the Sacramento MSA. The significantly higher number of power center
vacancies is particularly concerning and raises questions about what might be causing this trend
to happen in the county.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison of National, Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical Area, and
Sacramento County Retail 2017-2018 Vacancy Rates1
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The Changing Face of Retail: Historical and Modern Contexts
Historical Trends in Retail: The rise and fall of department stores and shopping malls
The retail industry has always naturally shifted with changes in consumer shopping habits
and trends. The rise and fall of Sears Roebuck and Company or commonly known as “Sears”
illustrates this point. Howard (2017) writes that Sears Roebuck and Company, while not the first
company to jump into the mail-order catalogue space, grew to be the largest mail-order catalogue
retailer in the 19th century. Sears offered goods at lower prices than other local retailers did to
rural America. The company began to change its business model with the advent of the
automobile and the buildout of post WWII suburbs. Adapting to changing consumer habits, Sears
built its first department store in Chicago in 1925. Just four years later Sears was operating more
than 300 stores. As suburbs continued to grow retail continued to shift and welcomed yet another

1

Retail vacancy data is from CoStar™.
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revolution in the 1950s – the shopping mall. Kelleher (2018) notes that Sears would grow to be
the largest American retailer anchoring in shopping malls across America.
Glennen (2017) writes that the first shopping mall built in 1956 in Minnesota offered a
climate-controlled space with several different retail store options, including large department
store anchors, in one convenient location. Gladwell (2004) explains that federal tax law changes
in the mid-1950s allowed developers to “recoup their investment in a fraction of the time”
making retail development, especially large shopping malls a lucrative investment. Esri and
Gieling (2014) write that the tax revolt that followed in the late 1970s took hold across America
starting with the passage of Proposition 13 in California, which gave more certainty to property
owners in what they would owe every year in property taxes but resulted in substantial declines in
local government revenues. With the support of local governments to build malls and other large
retail centers to help make up for the loss in property tax revenues coupled with developers’
ability to make substantial profits America saw more than 2,000 malls built by 2009.
Esri and Gieling note that profit and increases local revenues incentivized the building of
malls over the needs of local communities. Glennen argues that malls drove urban sprawl
because it was easier and more cost-effective to do Greenfield development (building on vacant
land) over infill development (building within existing infrastructure). Over time, some shopping
malls were left uncared for and eventually drew less appeal resulting in their failure. In addition,
the decline in the appeal of department stores drove anchors, like Sears, Macy’s, and JCPenney's,
to shutter doors making it difficult for smaller retailers to survive without the needed foot traffic.
Many of these shopping malls are relics of what they once were, and some are dilapidated and
unused leaving communities and local governments to figure out what to do with these vacant
spaces. The introduction and rise of discount retailers and e-commerce in the 1990s and the
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decline of American shopping malls challenged Sears’ traditional retail model. Unable to adapt,
Sears declared bankruptcy on October 15, 2019.
The rise and fall of shopping malls and department stores in America gives us a glimpse
into what happens when consumer behavior changes and retailers are unable to adapt. These
lessons carry over into today’s concerns about how e-commerce is affecting brick and mortar
stores.
Modern Trends in Retail: The Fate of Brick and Mortar in the Face of Growing E-Commerce
A Google search of the question, “Is brick and mortar retail dead?” yields more than 1.5
million search results. The growth in e-commerce is creating a buzz among retail market analysts
and others who are hypothesizing about what this trend means for brick and mortar retail. We are
in the thrusts of another significant retail revolution with the growth of online shopping. Here I
examine these trends nationally and in the county.
Reports of mass retail store closures occupied the national retail business news for much
of 2017 and 2018. Figure 3 is a snapshot of news report and industry publication titles indicating
a shift in national retail trends. Brick and mortar big-box retail closures dominated much of the
national retail news in 2017 and 2018.
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FIGURE 3: 2017-2018 News and Article Titles about National Retail Trends
Media Source
Date
Title
Atlantic

Apr. 2017

What in the World is Causing the Retail Meltdown of
2017?

New York Times
Forbes
New York Times
Bankrate
Fox Business
News

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.

As retail goes, so goes the nation.
Why so many stores are closing now.
Is American Retail at a historic tipping point?
These retailers are closing hundreds of stores in 2018
Retail apocalypse: Number of US stores fell last year for
first time since 2009

Financial Times

Apr. 2018

US set to lose another big chunk of retail space in 2018

Fox Business
News

Oct. 2018

Why brick-and-mortar retail may never make a
comeback

2017
2017
2017
2018
2018

Thompson (2017) and Badkar (2018) write that the primary cause of retail closures is that
more people are shopping for more goods online and some retailers are making it convenient for
them do so. Thompson also argues that the overbuilding of malls in the U.S. resulted in some of
the retail closure problems we are experiencing, noting that malls grew twice as fast as the
population from 1970 to 2015 and that the U.S. has 40 percent more retail space per capita than
Canada. Thomson and Kestenbaum (2017) also explain that the retail culture is shifting toward
experiential retail and those retailers with these offerings fair better in existing retail markets.
Experiential retail includes restaurants, movie theaters and retailers that offer unique hands on
experiences. The county’s big box retail vacancies reflect what is happening nationally.
Despite mass closures of big box stores in 2017-2018, not everyone is convinced that big
box retail will vanish and the spaces these stores occupy doomed. O’Brien (2017) writes,
“Traditional retail is not dead.” The bigger picture is that national vacancy rates remain steady
and absorption – the amount of time a property remains empty – remains normal given new retail
space construction. Stych (2018) notes that an August 2017 report from IHL Group discredits the
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claims about the impending “retail apocalypse” arguing that large chains were opening 4,000
more stores than they were closing. Chen, Kernan, and Blackledge (2017) report that consumers
still like shopping in brick and mortar retail stores 75 percent of the time. For power centers,
occupancy has continued to climb since 2005 even if at a moderate rate, despite online sales’
growing share of the market. These are positive national trends, but in the county, the vacancy
rate is almost double that of national trends indicating a need for further study of this issue.
Retail Sales Trends in Sacramento County Reflect Trend toward Growing Online Sales
While some retail market analysts remain optimistic about what is happening with brick
and mortar retailers, we cannot ignore the growth in online retail sales and the response by brick
and mortar retailers to this trend. Price (2017) writes that consumer behavior is shifting more
toward entertainment, driving a demand for more experiential retail options and less toward
traditional retail centers. Consumer behavior in the unincorporated areas of the county reflects
this trend. Figure 4 shows retail sales tax revenues in the unincorporated county at brick and
mortar retail reflecting consumer behavior over the last nine years. Apparel slightly dipped in
2009, 2010, and 2011 likely reflecting the impacts of the Great Recession, but overall brick and
mortar apparel has remained relatively flat with little growth. General merchandise, which
includes all goods with the exception of apparel and food saw a greater dip than apparel over the
same two-year period from 2010-2011 but has continued to grow since 2011 at a more moderate
level. Consistent with Price’s conclusions that consumer behavior is changing, Sacramento
County residents are consistently eating and drinking more away from home and shopping at
brick and mortar at about the same rate has they have over the last five years. The rate of growth
for restaurant revenue is significant, growing from $5.5 million in 2012 to $7.4 million in 2017
reflecting a 35 percent increase over five years.
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FIGURE 4: Brick and Mortar Retail Sales Tax Revenues in Unincorporated Sacramento
County in Real Dollars 2
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Kosmont (2018) reports that, nationally, consumers are shopping more online for
software, books, videos, housewares and small appliances with more than 20 percent market
penetration into traditional retail segments. Consumer electronics, office products, toys, flowers,
movie tickets, sporting goods, auto parts, jewelry, apparel, large appliances, and footwear are not
far behind. Sacramento County trends are consistent with these national findings.
Looking at the percentage change year-over-year for general consumer goods (excluding
food) over the last nine years, sales of these goods in the county has continued to grow
significantly. Brick and mortar sales of general consumer goods dipped from 2009-2011
reflecting the downturn in the economy at that time and has grown every year after but at a much

2

The sales tax revenue data used to develop this figure was provided by HDL Companies, Sacramento
County’s contracted sales tax consultant. The data is inflation adjusted to compare data across time.
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smaller rate than online sales of these same goods. It is worth noting here that brick and mortar
retailers make up a significant majority of all retail sales in this category as reflected in Figure 5,
but the significance of the growth of online sales is important. Figure 6 shows a comparison
year-over-year of the percentage change in total sales tax revenues for general consumer goods
for online sales, unincorporated brick and mortar sales, and sales in all of county. Note the
continued growth year-over-year of online retail sales, at much greater rates than brick and mortar
retailers. Figure 7 shows the percentage growth in retail online sales in this category from 2008
to 2017 is 211 percent as compared to 6.10 percent for brick and mortar in the unincorporated
county and 7.37 percent for all of Sacramento County. This trend is staggering and may explain
the changes brick and mortar retailers report making to capture more of the online retail sales
market and to be responsive to consumer demands.
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FIGURE 5: Comparing Brick and Mortar and Online General Consumer Goods Sales Tax
Revenues in Real Dollars
3
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The sales tax revenue data used to develop this figure was provided by HDL Companies, Sacramento
County’s contracted sales tax consultant. The data was inflation adjusted to allow for comparison across
time.
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FIGURE 6: Year-Over-Year Comparison of Percentage Change in Sale of General
Consumer Goods
4
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The data used for this figure is from HDL Companies.
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FIGURE 7: Comparing Percentage Change of the Sale of Consumer Goods from 2008-2017
for All Retail Channels
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Retailers, Retail Center Owners, Developers, and Sacramento County Respond to Changes
in Retail Trends and Growing Shopping Center Vacancies
Retailer Response to Changing Retail Trends
Looking at brick and mortar retail sales alone compared to online sales, it is not difficult
to conclude that brick and mortar is not dead, in fact, some might argue that it is thriving. What
is clear is that brick and mortar retail is evolving to address consumer demands and to meet the
consumer where they are comfortably willing to spend their time and dollars. Consumers are
increasingly comfortable purchasing goods online. A review of national and Sacramento County
data confirms that online sales are growing at a faster rate than brick and mortar retail sales.

5

The data used for this figure is from HDL Companies.
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Skrovan (2017) writes that the consumer “journey continues to evolve as the path to
purchase increasingly crosses between physical and digital worlds.” In response, traditional brick
and mortar retailers are adopting technology platforms that give shoppers the experience they
want. Retailers are adopting an omnichannel approach, which means that they offer multiple
channels for purchasing goods whether the sale is in-store or online through a desktop computer,
mobile phone, or tablet device. Skrovan (2017) summarizes the findings from Retail Dive’s
consumer survey noting that 55 percent of consumers visit a store before buying merchandise
online and argues that retailers should move in the direction of offering show rooms for
merchandise.
Wertz (2018) writes that brick and mortar retailers can compete with online retailers by
creating an online purchasing presence, continuing to add value for the customer by adopting free
shipping and local pickup, and making the online and in-store buying seamless. Brands like Best
Buy are doing just that by offering in-store pickup, free two-day shipping, mobile application
shopping, and QR code scanning options to give the consumer a quick product overview and
customer reviews. Traditional big box retailers, like Target and Walmart, are also adopting new
smaller store footprints in more urbanized areas to compete directly with online retailers. These
new footprints are much smaller than these retailers’ traditional size ranging in size from 20
thousand to 40 thousand square feet. The typical traditional Target location is 135 thousand
square feet. Gonzalez (2018) notes that these smaller formats built near transit hubs target
consumers’ need for immediate gratification. These stores offer more targeted merchandise
based on local consumer trends and fewer product options stock shelves. Big box retailer trends
toward smaller formats have the development community thinking up ways to address vacancies
in big box retail shopping centers.
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Developers and Retail Center Owners Respond to Changing Retail Trends
Sicola (2016) explains that while online sales continue to grow rapidly, people still want
to have experiences. This means restaurants, movie theaters, nail and hair salons, and hobby
stores among others. Retail shopping centers and malls adapting to these demands fair better than
those that are not seeking out these retail options.
Bell (2017) writes that a trend is affront with developers and shopping center owners
reimagining and repurposing these vacant spaces into non-traditional retail and non-retail uses.
Buildings have transformed into spaces for charter schools, community college classrooms, and
office space. Bell notes that the thinking here is to drive foot traffic to these locations during the
day, which help other retailers in nearby locations. Bell also explains that developers and
shopping centers owners carve up big box spaces into smaller retail options. Perhaps some of the
more creative uses have seen these large complexes turned into mixed-use multifamily housing
and senior care centers. Land use and zoning regulations may limit these possibilities.
Sacramento County Responds to Shopping Center Vacancies and Aging Commercial Corridors
To incentivize commercial reuse with the goal of revitalizing commercial centers in the
unincorporated county, Sacramento County will (1) fast track processing of planning entitlement
and building permits; (2) will consider building permit fee reductions; (3) give retail development
tax rebates; and (4) offer participation in the county’s fee credit transfer program. The county
incentivizes commercial retail center owners and developers to adopt new approaches to
economic development that incorporate spaces within the development that allow patrons to
connect socially, including the use of sitting areas and the inclusion of restaurants in a shopping
center. The county also encourages mixed-use development within three mixed-used zones
allowing, among other things, multifamily housing within commercial zones.
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With the growing number of vacancies in commercial retail centers and aging
commercial corridors, in early 2018 the County Executive and Board began reviewing what the
county could do organizationally to respond to this issue and whether any outside consultants
could help evaluate this issue globally. On April 13, 2018, the county entered into an agreement
with Kosmont Companies to gather data and evaluate identified commercial corridors and centers
providing a market analysis and possible opportunities for each center or commercial corridor.
The county also asked Kosmont to determine the priority in which the county should address each
center or corridor. This ranking was based on input from members of the Board and Kosmont’s
evaluation of the return on investment should the county invest resources. Kosmont recommends
that county focus on shopping centers with vacancy rates higher than 50 percent. This includes
six properties with more than four acres of land and that were previously thriving retail centers.
The Board and County Executive are in the stages of determining next steps on this project.
In addition to hiring a consultant to help evaluate the county’s retail landscape, also in
early 2018 the County Executive, working with the Economic Development, Planning and
Environmental Review, and Transportation departments developed a commercial corridor
initiative. The goal with this initiative is to provide coordinated planning and implementation of
project delivery. Traditionally, these departments have not coordinated their work on projects.
The updated service model under the commercial corridor initiative focuses on coordinating the
services of these three departments concurrently, including capitalizing on grant opportunities,
working with property owners, and working with business improvement districts. The county
believes this new model will yield better outcomes in revitalizing commercial corridors than
otherwise would have occurred under the old model of service delivery.
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Remainder of Thesis
Chapter two reviews empirical research into economic development and retail shopping
center health to guide the development of interview questions for the qualitative portion of this
study. Specifically, this section examines three public policy considerations, including (1)
fiscalization of land use, (2) poor neighborhoods are retail deserts, and (3) retail job effects on
local communities, pay, and job satisfaction. I also review research relating to shopping center
development, retail location decisions, and shopping center turnaround strategies as well as
economic development strategies and local government incentives. In this chapter, I also review
empirical research into the determinants of shopping center vacancies to help guide the
development of the theoretical model used in the quantitative portion of this research study.
Specifically, I review quantitative research into the effects on shopping center rents, importance
of shopping center image, and importance of shopping center location.
Chapter three offers regression-based research into the determinants of vacancies in retail
power centers located within Sacramento County. This chapter also provides an overview of the
study model, data used, regression analysis, and quantitative findings.
Chapter four offers qualitative research that seeks to determine whether local government
should intervene into shopping centers that are in decline or at risk of decline and possible
economic development strategies to address decline. This chapter outlines the study design,
process of sampling, data collection, method of analyzing the data and reporting results, and
interview findings.
Chapter five summarizes the contents of this thesis including the quantitative and
qualitative research components of this study, major research findings, discusses public policy
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considerations and opportunities for further research, provides recommendations for Sacramento
County.
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Chapter Two
LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, I review empirical research to better understand the work that has come
before this study, to help develop the interview protocol for my qualitative research, and to help
develop the quantitative model I use in my regression-based research. Given that I approach my
research questions with a nested research design using interviews and regression analysis, I
review both qualitative and quantitative research.
I first review empirical research into economic development and retail shopping center
health to help guide the development of interview questions and organize this review of literature
into three themes (1) public policy considerations, (2) shopping center development, retail
location decisions, and shopping center turnaround strategies, and (3) economic development
strategies and local government incentives. Secondly, I review the empirical research into the
determinants of shopping center vacancies to help guide the development of the theoretical model
I use in my regression study, which I also organize into three themes (1) effects of shopping
center rents, (2) importance of shopping center image, and (3) importance of shopping center
location. I conclude each section by reviewing some of the research limitations and suggestions I
have gained for my own research on these topics. The appendix includes a summary of the
quantitative literature reviewed here.
Economic Development and Shopping Center Health
Reviewing the empirical research reveals that there are several public policy
considerations relating to economic development and retail markets within local communities. I
discuss three here that are relevant to studying these subjects in urban settings of which the
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county is situated. I discuss the fiscalization of land use; that poor neighborhoods are more likely
to be retail deserts; and retail job effects on local communities, pay, and job satisfaction.
Public Policy Consideration #1: Fiscalization of Land Use
In noting the lack of empirical research demonstrating the use of the local land use
regulatory process to increase sales tax revenues, Lewis (2001, p. 25) attempts to close that gap
by answering the question about whether “California cities systematically favor retail
development over other land uses.” Lewis and Wassmer (2002) explain that this often-noted
practice following the passage of Proposition 13—also known as the fiscalization of land use—
dramatically changed the fiscal landscape for local municipalities. California’s local
communities relied mostly on property taxes, a discretionary revenue, to provide municipal
services. With overwhelming voter support of almost 65 percent in favor, property tax
collections dropped by 60 percent within the first year of Proposition 13’s enactment. Lewis
explains that local governments responded to this dramatic loss of revenue by attempting to
secure more sales taxes. Wassmer confirms through previous research from Atkinson and Oleson
(1996) and Lewis and Barbour (1999) that municipal governments’ reliance on sales tax drives
land use decisions contributing to urban sprawl.
Lewis’ research into local government land use decision making focuses on city
administrator “attitudes toward several types of growth and development.” He reasons that
focusing on the top administrator would likely yield the sentiments of the elected council. Lewis
finds that cities support retail development over residential and heavy industrial development. He
also finds that, while cited as unlikely, if a local government were to incentivize a project, retail
development is the much more likely candidate. Finally, he finds that sales tax generation is the
top reason cited by administrators for new development and redevelopment.
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While Lewis and Wassmer’s research focuses on the fiscalization of land use, Wassmer
discusses in detail and provides evidence for its contribution to urban sprawl. Through a
regression study, Wassmer most significantly finds that an increase in suburban population results
in a 0.83 percent increase in retail sales in non-central places (characterized here as not being the
dominant employment or residential center) for the 54 metropolitan areas that are the subject of
the study. Wassmer argues that fewer implications would occur if the collection and distribution
of local sales tax occurred on a per capita basis, but notes this may not be politically feasible
given local governments’ reliance on this revenue stream.
Public Policy Consideration #2: Poor Neighborhoods are Retail Deserts
To examine the relationship between income and local retail markets Schuetz, Kolko, and
Meltzer (2011, p. 270) conduct a regression-based study to understand “the ways in which retail
patterns vary by neighborhood characteristics.” Schuetz, Lolko, and Meltzer and Tach and
Amorin (2015) confirm that there is a relationship between neighborhood income and retail
employment density, which they use as a proxy for number of business in each area. Schuetz,
Kolko, and Meltzer also find that extreme poverty neighborhoods have lower employment
density and thus fewer retail shopping options. Also notable is the relationship between income
and retail establishment size. Schuetz, Kolko, and Meltze find that in poorer neighborhoods
supermarkets and other retailers have significantly smaller footprints suggesting that “mom and
pop” businesses may be operating in these areas more than chain establishments.
Tach and Amorim’s (2015) research analyzing the availability of supermarkets in three
Philadelphia neighborhoods with predominantly poor residents confirmed that in poor
neighborhoods there is less access and availability of supermarkets. Tach and Amorim’s research
differs from Schuetz, Kolko, and Meltze’s research by focusing mainly on impacts to the
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individual consumer. Tach and Amorim conduct qualitative research using survey data of
individuals within each of the three surveyed neighborhoods. Of those surveyed, they conclude
that the greatest concern in determining where to shop for food was cost followed by accessibility
of a supermarket, which was more significant for those individuals without a car. Of those
surveyed and without a car, almost 50 percent of respondents ranked accessibility as a
determinant in choosing where they shop. Importantly, Tach and Amorim note that even when
residents have access to higher quality markets, they may be unable to afford to shop in these
exclusive places and caution policymakers to consider “other potential barriers that may limit
poor residents from taking advantage of those resources (p. 829).”
Public Policy Consideration #3: Retail Job Effects on Local Communities, Pay, and Job
Satisfaction
Bartik (1996) and Patrick (2014) agree that economic development programs and
strategies aim to create more jobs. Each researcher approaches this issue a little differently. Bartik
notes a National Council for Urban Economic Development survey found that 50 percent of
respondents said that creating more jobs was the primary reason for offering economic
development incentives. This finding conflicts with Lewis’ research that sales tax generation is
the number one reported reason for economic development, but this may indicate the significant
impacts of Proposition 13 on local revenues. Patrick finds that providing more tax incentives for
economic development does not produce more local jobs and “calls into question the generally
accepted practitioner view” to the contrary (p. 380).
If jobs are the primary focus of economic development, then we should examine the kind
of jobs attracted and the impact of those jobs on the local community. Prior to the mid-1990s
Lackey and Eckenstahler (1995) note that developers were most concerned about attracting
manufacturing but argue that with a shift in development toward power centers and other large
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shopping center types communities that focus primarily on manufacturing are losing out on
millions of dollars to other communities that have adopted the retail-development-centered
approach to economic development. As stated earlier, Lewis confirms that cities support retail
development over other types of development. With this shift toward developing retail comes the
attraction of more retail jobs. Arguing the benefits of local neighborhood jobs, Immergluck
(1998) writes that quality of life benefits such as shorter commute times and increases in
neighborhood economic growth should entice policymakers to focus on local neighborhood job
development.
Bonanno and Goetz (2012), in reviewing state-specific literature on the effects of
Walmart on workers and wages, note previous research that finds differing effects. They write
that Hughes (1997) finds no statistical significance in changes in employment or wage levels,
Hicks and Wilburn (2001) find an increase in permanent retail jobs, Keil and Spector (2005) find
that the presence of Walmart increases employment opportunities for minorities, Hicks (2007)
finds little impact on retail earnings, and Hicks (2008) finds a loss of countywide retail
employment but an increase in hourly wages. Despite some of the positive research on siting
Walmart in local communities, Rhoads, Swinyard, Geurts, and Price (2002) confirm the
stereotypes about retail’s low-paying and less-satisfying jobs. In reviewing data on retail store
managers, they find that retail managers earn less and report less job satisfaction than their
corporate retail manager counterparts.
Shopping Center Development, Retail Location Decisions, and Shopping Center Turnaround
Strategies
Hahn (2000) and Lowry (1997) note the proliferation of shopping centers from the 1950s
onward with power center development beginning in the late 1980s and “emerging as the fastest
growing type of shopping center in the 1990s (p.82, Lowry).” Lowry defines a power center
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generally as a center that includes superstores, discounters, and some specialty stores. Hahn
defines a power center more specifically as containing more than 250,000 square feet of gross
leasable area, at least one large anchor (i.e., big box retailers such as Walmart, Target, or Best
Buy), and a combination of smaller anchors (i.e., Men’s Warehouse, Hallmark, Bath and Body
Works) and shops (i.e., nail salons, cupcake stores, or ice cream shops). The International
Council of Shopping Centers also currently subscribes to this definition of a power center. Both
Hahn and Lowry agree that power centers have the most negative affect on community centers.
Characterized as serving consumers within 10 to 20 minutes and having an open strip style with
10 to 30 stores, community centers in some ways compete with power centers because they offer
similar hard goods. Lowry explains that many community centers have transformed into power
centers and those unable to adapt to market changes sit vacant.
One of the most interesting ideas offered by Lowry’s research is a new way of looking at
the development of a shopping center, which is helpful to developers and local government
leaders in determining the health of a shopping center. Lowry adapts the lifecycle concept used
by social science researches in describing the change in something over time to shopping center
development. He identifies the following four stages of development: innovation, accelerated
development, maturity, and decline.
The characteristics of the innovation stage include very few competing centers, rapid
increase in shopper traffic, rapid increase in sales growth, and low vacancy rates. The
characteristics of the accelerated development stage include rapid growth in the number
competing centers, steady increase in shopper traffic, rapid sales growth, and very low vacancy
rates. The characteristics of the maturity stage include many of the same types of competing
centers, stable amount of shopper traffic, moderate to slow growth in sales, and a moderate
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vacancy rate. The characteristics the stage of decline include many and newer competing
shopping centers, steady decrease in shopper traffic, slow or negative sales growth, and a high
vacancy rate. Lowry also identifies the attributes that differentiate each stage including market
factors, strategies for center developers, and retail tenant strategies. Lowry argues that this
model, “aids [developers] in determining the most effective allocation of their resources and
[retailers] in making their location decisions.”
A large body of research exists on how retailers choose where they will locate. MacKay
(1972) prefers behavioral methods over spatial methods (using disaggregated geographic data)
because spatial models tends to make “unrealistic assumptions about consumer behavior.”
Sevtsuk (2014) reviews spatial information at the individual building level in two different towns
in Massachusetts and finds that clustering of different retailers has a significant effect on retailer
location choice. Specifically, of the retailers examined in the study, restaurants and bars clustered
together and so did electronic stores, hobby, book, and music stores lending support for previous
research supporting agglomeration economies. Sevtsuk also finds that commuter traffic is more
important than local employee or neighborhood resident traffic in determining retail location.
Hernandez and Bennison (2000) review survey data of retailers in the United Kingdom to
determine the methods used in store location decisions. They explain six different techniques
generally used among retailers including (1) existing experience or “rule of thumb”; (2) checklists
using simple store data such as number of sales; (3) regression analysis, which requires more
complex data and expertise to perform the analysis; (4) cluster and factor analysis, which includes
grouping data and requires expertise to perform the analysis; (5) gravity modeling techniques,
which looks at consumer movement among retail centers and this method require expertise; and
(6) knowledge based techniques, which is a technological program that takes complex
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information and expertise to operate. Hernandez and Bennison find that among those surveyed
the extent to which retailers use these various techniques varied significantly but found that more
than half of retailers surveyed reported the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data in
their location decisions. They also find that despite the more technologically advanced methods,
some retailers still rely on the use of one’s experience or “rule of thumb.”
Roig-Tierno, Baviera-Puig, Buitrago-Vera, and Mas-Verdu (2013) offer a study that
combines spatial techniques using GIS data and multi-criteria decision model to help developers
determine the best location for a retail establishment. In combing these methods these researchers
were able to determine the factors that contributed to the success of supermarkets in Murcia,
Spain. They find that the volume of passing consumers, visibility, distance to competition,
potential market in trade area, and access by car and foot account for 75 percent of a
supermarket’s success making location and competition two top factors in a store’s success. The
health of retail stores can contribute to the success or failure of shopping centers as evidenced by
the decline in the shopping mall due to the decline in department stores as noted in Chapter 1 of
this thesis.
Researchers have identified strategies that struggling shopping centers can implement or
have implemented to remain successful. Hahn, Lowry, and Feldman (2004) all express the
importance of adding entertainment components to a center. Noting previous research, Lowry
explains that shoppers stay three times longer in a mall with entertainment. Hahn outlines several
options for struggling retail centers noting “innovative strategies” developed by shopping centers
including reformatting of older retail centers into new types of retail centers, implementing
simple design changes that modernize the look of a center, and adding entertainment retail
including movie theaters and restaurants. Lowry also notes the importance of updating older
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centers and recommends that developers do this on a timed schedule to ensure the implementation
of upgrades before the center is in complete decline. Feldman also notes strategies such as
implementing new pad site development, a building lot located within a retail shopping center, to
create additional retail square footage, attracting anchors that offer goods not found at Walmart to
“Walmart proof” the center, and improving the center’s visibility.
Economic Development Strategies and Local Government Incentives
Bartik (1995) explains that economic development programs vary across local
governments in terms of program administration and funding mechanisms. Economic
development programs may operate under the direction of a city or county, public-private
partnership, or by a private organization. Zheng and Warner (2010) note that by 2004 most
economic development activities occurred through the auspices of a city, county, or local
chamber of commerce. Many city and county governments have a dedicated department or
division working on economic development activities and these activities are often uncoordinated
with other regional economic development efforts. Bartik notes that economic development
funding increases with the size of the local government agency with spending ranging from $2
per capita in small agencies to $7 per capita in larger metropolitan areas. Staff dedicated to
economic development activities also varies greatly depending on agency size ranging from four
or less people to three staff to every 100,000 residents. As local government economic
development activities continue to grow researches have examined the types of incentives offered
through these programs.
Zheng and Warner review previous literature and share that economic development
strategies have evolved over time to include (1) business attraction methods (first wave) such as
tax incentives or direct monetary payments to businesses; (2) business retention methods (second
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wave) such as marketing support, job skills training, or business development training; and (3)
community economic development strategies (third wave), which tend to focus efforts in lowerincome neighborhoods with incentives to “improve quality of life and social justice and
empowerment of local communities.” Through analysis of survey data from the International
City/County Management Association from 1994, 1999, and 2004 they find that local
governments use all three waves of economic development with fewer governments using first
wave strategies. They also find that “zoning and permit assistance, infrastructure improvements,
tax increment financing, and tax abatement are the most common incentive tools.”
Bartik’s earlier research is consistent with Zheng and Warner’s analysis. He notes that
helping businesses navigate the local process and regulatory policies is just good government
practice. Additionally, he finds that providing financial incentives is not always the best approach
noting that the cost is usually too high to justify it as a job retention strategy and once a local
government provides this kind of incentive for one business others are likely to apply political
pressure to receive the same incentives. Bartik makes and exception to the rule of not providing
these kinds of incentives if the incentive narrowly focuses on bringing higher-paying longer-term
jobs to an economically disadvantaged community or other very narrowly tailored objectives to
help disadvantaged communities. Finally, he emphasizes the importance of regionalizing
economic development efforts to help improve the overall local market.
Conclusion
To assist in the development of interview questions, I reviewed literature in economic
development and identified the following three public policy considerations: the fiscalization of
land use; that poor neighborhoods are retail deserts; and retail job effects on local communities,
pay, and employee satisfaction. I also reviewed literature relating to shopping center
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development, retail location decisions, shopping center turnaround strategies, economic
development strategies, and local government incentives.
Note that the peer reviewed research offered here on economic development strategies is
authored before the dissolution of redevelopment in 2012. Further peer reviewed research is
necessary on the efficacy of the economic development tools that narrowly allow the use of tax
increment financing approved by the California Legislature post-redevelopment including
Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts, Community Revitalization and Investment
Authority, and Annexation Development Plan.
Additionally, much of the research about shopping centers and economic development is
decades old, which may or may not be an issue. I would like to determine whether the
development strategies offered by the literature is still relevant and used given today’s market
conditions. Finally, I am also interested in knowing with the rapid growth in online retail sales
whether shopping center strategies and economic development strategies have adjusted to address
these changes in local markets.
Determinants of Retail Vacancy Rates
Here I review empirical research into the determinants of retail vacancy rates, which I
organize into the following three themes: (1) effects on shopping center rents, (2) importance of
shopping center image, and (3) importance of shopping center location. This review of literature
will form the basis for the theoretical model used in my regression analysis.
Effects on Shopping Center Rents
Mejia and Benjamin (2002), in explaining what effects shopping center sales, argue that
to understand sales at a retail center, one must understand what factors affect rents. Retail rents
include a base rent, and in some cases, landlords will negotiate an overage rent. The overage is a
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percentage of total retail sales. Substantial research on the effects of spatial (i.e., shopping center
design, location, and physical characteristics) and non-spatial factors (i.e., image and tenant mix)
on retail rents suggests that this area of study is comprehensive.
Benjamin, Boyle, and Sirmans (1990) reviewed the intersection between base rents and
overage rents in arguing the importance of understanding overall retail markets. Their study was
the first to look at determinants of retail rental rates and acknowledge the difficulty in obtaining
retail rental rate information. They find that a one percent increase in overage rental rate results in
a base rent decrease of $0.41.
Benjamin, Jud, and Winkler (1998) explain that prior to the late 1990s, much of the
research on supply and demand in retail markets focused on the economic and demographic
affects. Their study reviewed the relationship between base rents and overage agreements based
on supply and demand. This work is unique from prior studies because, for the first time, they
observed the influence of the endogenous vacancy variable on rents in shopping centers. They
found that when demand goes down and supply goes up, rents will subsequently go down and
vacancies will go up. When demand goes up and supply goes down, rents respond by going up
and vacancies have a corresponding decrease. They caution developers that may be eager to add
additional retail space when demand for space goes up reasoning that such a response will stall
rents and lead to increased vacancies.
Agglomeration economies (concentration of retail businesses) influence rents and the
concentration of certain types of retailers in a shopping center. Rosiers and Theriault (2004)
studied non-anchor tenant impacts on base rents and found that agglomeration economies have a
positive impact on base rents, whereas concentration of certain types of retailers has a negative
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impact on base rent. They argue that the bargaining power of dominant tenants contributed to the
latter finding.
Importance of Shopping Center Image
Mejia and Benjamin (2002) in reviewing previous empirical research find several ways of
measuring shopping center image. Finn and Louviere (1996) argue that image ultimately affects a
patron’s overall impression of a shopping center and affect whether they will shop at certain
places. They explain that prior studies looked extensively at store image and used a variety of
modeling tools to determine image, including the effects of brand anchors, store center physical
attributes, and customer perceptions and beliefs. The purpose of their work revealed that they are
more concerned with providing shopping center managers and owners with tools to determine
what shoppers think about their stores but focus on center characteristics that managers and
developers can control.
Finn and Louviere posit that image has both controllable and non-controllable factors.
Factors a manager or developer can control include updating a building’s façade, making
decisions about what types of retail stores can occupy space, and changing hours operation. They
conclude that collecting image data via surveying patrons is efficient and easy to administer and
implement. Mejia and Benjamin, in summarizing literature, explain that there is a difference of
opinion about the best way to collect image data. Empirical work by Chowdhury, Reardon, and
Srivastava (1998) found that collecting image data using structured methods proved to be better
because it alleviates implicit bias in unstructured methods, such as open-ended questionnaires.
Finn and Louviere reviewed data that used a structured approach by asking respondents to answer
yes or no to a series of six shopping center attribute questions.
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Roseirs, Theriault, and Menetrier (2005) agree that image has a significant impact on
sales but uses a different approach than Finn and Louviere to looking at image. Instead of relying
on consumer surveys, Roseirs, Theriault, and Menetrier summarize previous literature that use
store mix, shopping center size, and goods and services offered as a proxy for image. In their
study, they find that using basic retail categories as a proxy for image resulted in better modeling.
In doing so, they conclude that various product offerings affect level of rents. They performed
their study, in part, in response to the recommendation by Hardin and Wolverton (2001) for
further study on the interactions between retail and consumer submarkets.
Importance of Shopping Center Location
Eppli and Shilling (1996) explore the importance of shopping center size and the
proximity to competition to the overall success of a shopping center measured by sales. As
summarized by Eppli and Shilling, previous theoretical research explains central-place theory,
which has two components. First, the closer a retailer is located to potential patrons the better
those retailers will do. Second, central-place theory rests on the idea that the economic principle
of demand, at certain levels, is necessary for the success of a retailer. Eppli and Shilling also
review literature that suggests that retail agglomeration—the clustering of similar retailers—
creates an ideal atmosphere for comparison shopping. Their study is unique in that it uses actual
retail sales to look at effects of agglomeration economies and shopping center size. Eppli and
Shilling find that consumer decisions to choose a shopping center is more impacted by retail
agglomeration than travel distance, contradicting previous work by Reilly (1931) that found
travel distance was more impactful.
Similarly, Rosiers and Theriault review the interaction retail agglomeration and retail
concentration – clustering of similar retailers within a shopping center – on rents in hopes to give
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retail managers and developers greater information about what may impact sales and rents. They
find that retail agglomeration has a positive impact on base rents. Retail concentration has a
negative impact on base rents because of the bargaining power of larger tenants. They note the
limitations of their research due to sample size but argue that most studies that observe retail rents
and sales have similar limitations. Finally, they suggest further study in this space, particularly as
it relates to endogenous special determinants on rents and recommend the use of GIS technology
to incorporate spatial data.
Conclusion
Exhaustive empirical research exists relating to what impacts shopping center rental rates
and sales dating back to the late 1920s. The research reviewed here observes customer
perceptions of retail image and its impact on sales and rents as well as location as a factor in
determining success of shopping centers as measured by sales and rents. None of the research I
reviewed used shopping center vacancy rate as the dependent variable. Benjamin, Jud, and
Winkler used vacancy rate as an explanatory variable to determine impact on rents. The Board
has an interest in reducing the number of retail vacancies within the unincorporated area.
Previous research focusing on rental rate and sales has greater importance to mangers and
developers in determining retailer and patron interest. While the Board has an interest in the sales
of shopping centers, it also has an interest in the vitality of its communities overall. Vacancies
directly result in fewer buying options for consumers and, at times, result in nuisance problems.
In these ways, vacancy is of foremost importance to the county.
In the next chapter, this thesis explores, through regression analysis, the determinants of
vacancy in big-box shopping centers in the county.
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Chapter Three
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
This chapter offers regression-based research to determine the cause of vacancies in retail
power centers within Sacramento County. This study’s first research question seeks to determine
what factors affect vacancy rates in power centers located within the county. Specifically, in this
chapter I examine the relationship between vacancy rate in power centers located within
Sacramento County and spatial and non-spatial factors within a market supply and demand
framework. I derive the regression model developed for this study from the previous research
reviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis that studied broad causal factors, such as shopping center
characteristics, neighborhood characteristics, and location of retailers. I organize this Chapter
into the following sections (1) model, (2) data, (3) regression analysis, and (4) conclusion.
Model
This section explains the specific variables included in the OLS regression analysis
described in detail in the Regression Analysis section of this chapter and the justification for
using these variables. I also describe the characteristics of these variables and the theoretical
model developed and used in this study.
I hypothesize that buying power within the neighboring community, for which I created a
proxy by using income factors, drives vacancy rates up or down. Instead of using vacancy rate, I
use the inverse of vacancy and analyze the percentage of available retail space leased in a power
center. In doing so, I aim to make interpreting the results easier. Percentage of available retail
space leased in a power center is the dependent variable used in this analysis. So, a positive
(negative) regression coefficient indicates a factor that increases (decreases) the desirable
outcome of higher occupancy.
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The following theoretical model is the basis for the regression analysis conducted for this
study. This model analyzes broad causes (retail center characteristics, location, and
neighborhood characteristics) that may affect retail lease rates and are proxied using explanatory
variables to determine the effects of these factors on lease rates.
Percentage Retail Space Leased = f (Retail Center Characteristics, Location, Neighborhood
Characteristics)
Retail Center Characteristics = f (Parking Ratio, Star Rating Dummy 2, Star Rating
Dummy 3, Number of Stories Dummy)
Location = f (Distance to Nearest Freeway Access, Competition within 1-3 miles,
Competition within 3-5 miles, Competition within 8-10 miles)
Neighborhood Characteristics = f (Population Density, Median Household Income,
Percentage of Household Income Below Poverty, Percentage of Household Income
Above 200K, Percentage of Individuals Identifying as Hispanic, Percentage of
Individuals Identifying as Black, Percentage of Individuals Identifying as Asian,
Percentage of People with Bachelor’s Degree, Percentage of People with Post-Graduate
or Professional Degree, Percentage of People 18 or Older, Percentage of Vacant Housing
Units)
I limit the cross-sectional data used in this analysis to what is available through the
county’s subscription to CoStar™ and to U.S. Census Bureau (Census Bureau) information. 6
CoStar™ offers several services relating the retail real estate industry, including providing access
to its database of retail real estate information. Table 1 describes each variable and the projected
effect [i.e., positive (+), negative (-), or unknown (?)] on retail lease rates.

6

Data retrieved from CoStar (https://costar.com/) a subscription-based service.
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Retail Center Characteristics’ Expected Effect on Retail Lease Rates
Retail center characteristics include parking ratio, star rating, and number of stories of
retail buildings within the shopping center. CoStar™ measures parking ratio by the number of
spaces per lease for every 1,000 square feet of shopping center space. I expect that this variable
will have a positive effect on lease rates. More parking availability makes the patron experience
better by creating convenient no hassle access to shopping center retailers. Star rating refers to
the five-star rating system for retail shopping centers used by CoStar™ and is based on the
characteristics of each property including: architectural attributes, structural and systems
specifications, amenities, site and landscaping treatments, third party certifications, and detailed
property type specifics. Newer, cleaner, and more aesthetically appealing shopping centers
attract more patrons and for this reason, the star rating for these types of power centers will likely
have a positive effect on retail lease rates. The number of stories of retail buildings in this study
range from one to two (Number of Stories Dummy). I expect that power centers with two stories
will have a negative effect on lease rates because these types of shopping centers can be difficult
for shoppers to navigate, such as maneuvering shopping carts or finding specific departments
within a retail store.
Location Characteristics’ Expected Effect on Retail Lease Rates
Location includes distance to the nearest freeway entrance measured in miles from one
retail business address in the retail center to the nearest freeway entrance. I predict that being
closely located to a freeway entrance allows easier access by patrons to the shopping center,
thereby reducing commute times to and from the retail destination. For this reason, this variable
will have a positive effect on retail lease rates. Location also includes distance to competition as
measured by number of power centers within a 1-3 mile, 3-5 mile, 5-8 mile, and 8-10 mile radius
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from one retail business address in a power center to another retail business address in another
power center. The radiuses used in the study are non-overlapping bands, so power centers are not
counted more than once in each area. I left competition within 1-3 miles out of the regression to
serve as the base to compare the other competition variables against.
Previous research discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis on the clustering of retail suggests
benefits for some retailers in collocating allowing for comparison shopping and this has a positive
effect of base rents and retail sales. Previous empirical research also reviewed in Chapter 2
shows that shopping centers in decline are characterized by having many similar competitors and
a high vacancy rate. Given that the literature is mixed as to the effects of clustering retail
shopping centers, I am uncertain of the effect distance to competition will have on retail lease
rates.
Neighborhood Characteristics’ Expected Effect on Retail Lease Rates
I obtained the neighborhood characteristics data from the Census Bureau; the dataset
includes population density, median household income, percentage of household income below
poverty, percentage of household income above 200K, percentage of individuals that identify as
Hispanic, Black, Asian and White, percentage of individuals with a bachelor’s, master’s, and
professional degree, percentage of people 18 years of age or older, and percentage of vacant
housing. The Census Bureau collects these data at the census tract level. A census tract is a
small, statistical area of a county of which follows a defined boundary. I measure population
density by the total population in the census tract divided by the total area of the census tract.
Greater density will have a positive effect on retail lease rates as purchasing power will be
concentrated near power centers. Median household income, percentage of household income
below poverty, and percentage of household income above 200K are measured using census tract
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data for each respective power center. I expect higher incomes will positively affect retail lease
rates and the inverse is likely true as buying power of the neighborhood is likely to drive the
amount of traffic and shopping at each retail center. The Census Bureau measures race and
ethnicity demographics by the percent of individuals that identify as Hispanic, Black, Asian or
White in the census tract for each respective power center. I leave the White variable out of this
analysis to serves as the base to compare the other race and ethnicity variables. I include these
variables as controls and will not attribute any causation and/or interpretation to findings related
to them. The Census Bureau measures the education variables by the percent of people within the
census tract for the power center with a specific degree (i.e., bachelor’s, master’s, or
professional). These variables are likely to have the same effect as income on retail lease rates
and may lead to multicollinearity. The Census Bureau measures the age variable by the percent
of people living within the census tract for a power center that are at least 18 years or older. I am
uncertain what affect, if any, this variable will have on retail lease rates. The Census Bureau
measures the vacant housing variable by percent of vacant housing units located within a census
tract of a power center. I expect that the more vacant housing in a neighborhood the more likely
retail lease rate will go down. This negative effect is likely due to less buying power in the
community.
Data
This section describes the data used in this study and presents two tables, which provides
further details about the data.
Working with the county’s Economic Development Department, a staff analyst
downloaded a spreadsheet on February 6, 2018, containing retail center information from
CoStar™ of all the power centers located within the county. CoStar™ uses the International
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Council of Shopping Centers’ definition of power center, which I describe in Chapter 2 of this
thesis and is the definition used throughout this study. The dataset includes 163 observations,
which accounts for individual parcels within each of the fifteen power centers included in this
study. The original dataset included 169 observations, but after determining that five of the
observations contained lease rates of zero, I opted to drop these from the analysis out of concern
that they could skew the results. The center characteristics (parking ratio, star rating dummy 2,
star rating dummy 3, number of stories dummy) were contained in the data downloaded from
CoStar™.
I obtained the location characteristics in partnership with the county’s Office of Planning
and Environmental Review (OPER) with the help of a geographic information systems (GIS)
analyst that conducted a spatial analysis using ArcGIS software. I sought to determine how
specific location factors, such as distance to the nearest freeway and competition would impact, if
at all, vacancies in power centers. The OPER GIS analyst selected at random a specific business
address in the power center and then mapped the nearest freeway location using GIS. For the
purposes of determining the location of direct competition to each power center, the GIS analyst
also mapped the power centers located within a 1-mile, 3-mile, 5-mile, 8-mile, and 10-mile radius
from each power center using non-overlapping bands.
I gathered the neighborhood characteristics in partnership with the Sacramento County’s
Human Assistance Department, which used Census Bureau information from ESRI Community
Analyst (Redlands, CA), a commercially available Census data compilation service. The
variables included are all 2017 estimates except for poverty level, which is from the American
Communities Survey 2011-15 dataset.
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Table 1 includes a list of all the variables used in this study, a description of what the
specific variable is, the data source, and what I believe the expected affect will be on the
dependent variable, retail lease rates. Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics for each variable,
including the mean, standard deviation, and the minimum and maximum value for each variable.
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TABLE 1: Variable Description, Source, and Expected Effect
Variable

Description

Percent Leased
Percentage of retail space leased in power center
Retail Center Characteristics
Parking Ratio
Number of parking spaces per 1,000 sq. ft per
lease
Star Rating
5-star rating system by CoStar™ based on the
Dummy 2
characteristics of each property type, including:
architectural attributes, structural and systems
specifications, amenities, site and landscaping
treatments, third party certifications and detailed
property type specifics. This is a Star Rating of 2.
The base is 1 (the lowest rating).
Star Rating
This is a Star Rating of 3.
Dummy 3
Two Story
Base is one story.
Dummy
Location
Distance to
Number of miles to nearest freeway entrance from
Nearest Freeway
power center
Access
Number of
Number of power centers located within 1 to 3
Competitors
miles of selected power center
within 1-3 miles
Number of
Number of power centers located within 3 to 5
Competitors
miles of selected power center
within 3-5 miles
Number of
Number of power centers located within 5 to 8
Competitors
miles of selected power center
Competition
within 5-8 miles
Number of
Number of power centers located within 8 to 10
Competitors
miles of selected power center
within 8-10 miles
Neighborhood Characteristics
Density
Total population in the census tract divided by the
total area of the census tract.
Median
Median household income in census tract for
Household
power center
Income
Households
% of Households with income at or below poverty
Income Below
in census tract of power center
Poverty
Households
Household income at or above 200K in census
Income Above
tract for power center
200K
Hispanic
Percent of individuals living within census tract
for power center that identify as Hispanic

Data Source

Expected
Effect

CoStar™
CoStar™

+

CoStar™

+

CoStar™

+

CoStar™

-

CoStar™

+

Determined
Using GIS

-

Determined
Using GIS

+

Determined
Using GIS

+

Determined
Using GIS

+

Census
Bureau
Census
Bureau

+

Census
Bureau

-

Census
Bureau

+

Census
Bureau

?

?
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Variable

Description

Data Source

Asian

Percent of individuals living within census tract
for power center that identify as Asian
Percent of people living within census tract for
power center that identify as Black
Percent of people age 25+ living within census
tract of power center and have a bachelor’s degree
Percent of people living within census tract of
power center and have a graduate or professional
degree
Percent of people living within census tract of
power center that are 18 years old or higher
Percent of vacant housing units within census tract
of power center

Census
Bureau
Census
Bureau
Census
Bureau
Census
Bureau

Black
Bachelors
Graduate or
Professional
Age 18 or Older
Vacant Housing

Census
Bureau
Census
Bureau

Expected
Effect
?
?
+
+
?
-
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TABLE 2: Descriptive Statistics for All Variables
Variable

Mean

Percent Leased
Retail Center Characteristics
Parking Ratio
Star Rating Dummy 2

92.75

Standard
Deviation
16.73

Minimum

Maximum

19.85

100

3.66
0.54

3.19
0.49

0
0

10
1

Star Rating Dummy 3
Number of Stories Dummy
Location
Distance to Nearest Freeway Access

0.10
0.01

0.30
0.13

0
0

1
1

1.13

1.14

Distance to Competition within 3 miles
Distance to Competition within 5 miles
Distance to Competition within 8 miles
Distance to Competition within 10
miles
Neighborhood Characteristics
Density
Median Household Income
Households Income Below Poverty
Households Income Above 200K
Hispanic
Asian
Black
Bachelors
Graduate or Professional
Age 18 or Older
Vacant Housing

0.66
0.45
1.33
0.98

0.62
0.68
1.44
0.73

1269.54
58758.87
21.03
0.03
23.28
23.45
17.49
20.70
7.60
69.86
5.49

758.95
29135.66
13.92
0.03
9.84
11.28
12.69
9.95
5.55
8.22
3.18

0.25
0
0
0
0
194.2
21543
4.92
0
11.09
4.63
2.09
9.91
2.25
54.97
0.56

4.85
2
3
4
2
2400.6
1000991
42.87
0.142
51.47
44.59
39.65
37.93
19.02
83.24
11.55
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Regression Analysis
This section explains the multivariate ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model used
for this study, the steps taken to run the regression, including testing for, and addressing
multicollinearity and heteroskedasticity and provides several tables to illustrate the regression
findings.
Multivariate OLS Regression
Generally, regression analysis is a statistical tool used to determine whether a causal
relationship exists between a dependent variable (Y) and an independent variable or explanatory
variable (X). In other words, I use regression analysis to answer the following question: Does X
cause Y, while holding other causes of Y constant? This study uses a multivariate OLS regression
model. An OLS regression model can analyze the relationship between a dependent variable and
a key explanatory variable (𝑋" ) or variables (𝑋" , 𝑋# …) while controlling for the confounding
effects of other explanatory factors (𝑋$ , 𝑋% , 𝑋& …). Bailey (2016) explains that a multivariate
OLS regression will net out the effects of other variables in the model by holding other factors
constant resulting in the true effect of X on Y. The statistical equation for the OLS regression is
𝑦( = 𝑏* + 𝑏" 𝑋"( + 𝑏# 𝑋#( …+ 𝑏, 𝑋,( + 𝑒( .
Testing and Correcting for Multicollinearity
I began my analysis by running the multivariate OLS regression with Linear-Linear (LinLin) functional form using the Stata® statistical application incorporating all the variables
identified in the study model. Linear-Linear functional form is a model where both the dependent
and independent variables are not logged. Bailey explains that using logged variables allows for
the interpretation of non-linear relationships. After testing for best functional form as explained
later in this chapter, I determined using the linear-linear model resulted in the best fit for the study
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model used in this analysis. These initial regression results are in Table 3. P-values (P>t)
indicate whether a regression coefficient is statistically significant. I interpret a p-value less than
0.10 to mean that the regression coefficient is statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence
level. This means that I can be 90 percent confident that X has an effect on Y. The regression
coefficient expresses the magnitude of this effect. The variable that measures the competition
within 8 miles is statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level with no other variables
showing significance. However, these findings are not valid without testing to identify whether
the problems of multicollinearity and heteroskedasticity are present in the results, which I explain
further.
TABLE 3: Lin-Lin OLS Regression without Correcting for Multicollinearity or
Heteroskedasticity
Percent Leased
Parking Ratio
Star Rating Dummy 2
Star Rating Dummy 3
Number of Stories Dummy
Distance Freeway
Competition within 1-3 miles
Competition within 3-5 miles
Competition within 5-8 miles
Competition within 8-10 miles
Density
Median Household Income
Household Income Below Poverty
Household Income Above 200K
Hispanic
Asian
Black
Bachelors
Grad Professional
Age 18 or above
Vacant Housing
_cons

Coef.
0.637
-6.083
0.649
7.923
-1.062
-40.709
18.275
-12.114
8.587
-0.041
-0.004
-0.220
1330.533
0.467
4.445
2.544
3.017
12.423
9.714
4.976
-618.662

Std. Err.
0.464834
3.903494
4.46264
10.06503
4.208209
43.63391
12.24411
5.826038
7.495008
0.0436553
0.0048508
1.565125
1766.207
1.498214
6.206511
8.39018
3.273943
27.62435
17.93181
15.33164
1515.932

P>t
0.173
0.121
0.884
0.432
0.801
0.352
0.138
0.039
0.254
0.339
0.338
0.888
0.452
0.756
0.475
0.762
0.358
0.654
0.589
0.746
0.684

[95% Conf. Interval]
-0.2816119
1.556166
-13.79963
1.633308
-8.172293
9.471299
-11.9728
27.82055
-9.381777
7.255892
-126.9656
45.54635
-5.929112
42.47947
-23.63115
-0.597197
-6.228464
23.40396
-0.1281427
0.0444538
-0.0142513
0.0049267
-3.3148
2.873115
-2160.923
4821.99
-2.494295
3.429075
-7.823675
16.71452
-14.04126
19.13034
-3.454338
9.489596
-42.18448
67.03176
-25.7334
45.1622
-25.3314
35.28411
-3615.373
2378.048
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Bailey, M. (2016) explains that multicollinearity is present when two or more
independent variables have strong linear relationships, which makes it difficult or impossible to
determine the effects of an independent variable on the dependent variable. To address this
problem, I must drop redundant theoretical model variables, aggregate variables, and/or increase
the sample size.
It is important to note that multicollinearity does not bias the results of the regression, but
substantial multicollinearity in the analysis will prevent interpretation of what effect, if any, an
independent variable has on the dependent variable. Severe collinearity also results in higher
standard errors than otherwise would be found if collinearity was not present making the
regression coefficient less likely to be statistically significant. This too contributes to an inability
of accurately interpreting the regression results.
I tested for multicollinearity by running a pairwise correlation and Variance Inflation
Factor (VIF) analysis. A pairwise correlation is a statistical tool that performs correlations
between each explanatory variable. Multicollinearity exists if the resulting values for any of the
partial correlation coefficients for an explanatory variable are greater than 0.8 and if the
regression coefficient is not statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence level. The
appendix includes a table that shows the results of the pairwise correlation for all explanatory
variables in the study model. The results indicate that multicollinearity is present. The following
variable pairs have values of 0.8 or greater and do not have statistically significant regression
coefficients at the 90 percent confidence level: median household income and household income
below poverty; median household income and bachelor’s degree; household income below
poverty and bachelor’s degree; black and age 18 or older, and bachelor’s degree and
graduate/professional degree.
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To further test for multicollinearity, I also used the VIF test, which quantifies how much
multicollinearity is present in the analysis. Variables resulting in a value greater than five mean
that the problem of multicollinearity is present if the regression coefficient for the variable is not
statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence level. The VIF results in Table 4 indicate that
severe multicollinearity exists using all identified explanatory variables. Fifteen of twenty
variables have a VIF of five or greater and coefficients that are not statistically significant at the
90 percent or higher level. This initial analysis has the presence of severe multicollinearity
resulting in the absence of statistical significance for many of the explanatory variables.
TABLE 4: Variance Inflation Factors without Correcting for Multicollinearity
Variable
Grad Professional
Age 18 or above
Median Household Income
Black
Asian
Household Income Above 200K
Vacant Housing
Density
Bachelors
Competition within 1-3 miles
Household Income Below Poverty
Hispanic
Competition within 5-8 miles
Competition within 3-5 miles
Competition within 8-10 miles
Distance Freeway
Star Rating Dummy 2
Parking Ratio
Star Rating Dummy 3
Number of Stories Dummy
Mean VIF

VIF
15809.6
14612.1
13413.9
7616.86
3294.37
2881.16
1599.08
737.21
713.76
492.83
318.8
145.97
47.9
47.48
20.49
15.54
2.55
1.48
1.26
1.24
3088.68

1/VIF
0.000063
0.000068
0.000075
0.000131
0.000304
0.000347
0.000625
0.001356
0.001401
0.002029
0.003137
0.006851
0.020876
0.02106
0.048811
0.064371
0.39182
0.676408
0.795481
0.808618

Coef.
12.4236
9.7144
-0.0047
2.54454
4.44542
1330.53
4.97635
-0.0418
3.01763
-40.71
-0.2208
0.46739
-12.114
18.2752
8.58775
-1.0629
-6.0832
0.63728
0.6495
7.92388

P<t
0.654
0.589
0.338
0.762
0.475
0.452
0.746
0.339
0.358
0.352
0.888
0.756
0.039
0.138
0.254
0.801
0.121
0.173
0.884
0.432
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To correct for multicollinearity, I aggregated the bachelor’s degree and
graduate/professional degree variables. I also dropped theoretically redundant variables for
neighborhood characteristics, including households below poverty and vacant housing.7 The
households below poverty and vacant housing variables are likely running too closely together
with population density for the statistical model to net out the effects on lease rates.
Following these corrections, I reran the Lin-Lin regression testing for multicollinearity
using the VIF test. Table 5 includes the new VIF values. These findings indicate a significant
improvement in reducing multicollinearity across almost all variables resulting in a more accurate
interpretation of the magnitude of effect of statistically significant variables on retail lease rates.
The Age 18+, Hispanic, and Black control variables are greater than five and not statistically
significant suggesting a small amount of collinearity. Allison (2012) explains that collinearity is
acceptable in study results if found only in the control variables and those variables are not
collinear with the key explanatory factors.

7

Increasing the sample size was not an option for the scope of this study. The dataset could be increased
by using panel data or a greater geographic area. This may help further reduce multicollinearity.
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TABLE 5: Variance Inflation Factors with Corrections for Multicollinearity
Variable
Median Household Income
Bachelors Grad Professional
Black
Age 18+
Asian
Household Income Above 200K
Competition within 1-3 miles
Density
Hispanic
Competition within 5-8 miles
Competition within 8-10 miles
Competition within 3-5 miles
Distance to Freeway
Star Rating 2 Dummy
Parking Ratio
Star Rating 3 Dummy
Number of Stories Dummy

VIF
609.6
351.9
341.5
300.8
64.75
61.92
42.39
38.13
35.41
25.34
12.84
11.13
5.68
2.09
1.43
1.25
1.17

Mean VIF

112.2

1/VIF
0.00164
0.002842
0.002928
0.003324
0.015443
0.016151
0.023592
0.026227
0.028238
0.039461
0.077899
0.08981
0.17618
0.478353
0.701591
0.800128
0.854572

Coef.
-0.002
3.251
0.460
4.253
2.304
6.920
-26.279
-.028
1.024
-12.159
8.031
14.464
-0.335
-5.637
0.670
0.759
6.734

P>t
0.044
0.188
0.765
0.125
0.006
0.009
0.048
0.001
0.162
0.005
0.094
0.017
0.878
0.188
0.044
0.756
0.371

Testing and Correcting for Heteroskedasticity
After checking and correcting for multicollinearity I tested for heteroskedasticity. Like
multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity is a problem that can bias the standard error of coefficient,
which can place too much confidence in the statistical significance of a regression coefficient.
Linear regression model predictability relies on the error term or disturbance (the variation in Y
not explained by X1…) having a constant variance for all observations. Bailey (2017) explains
that heteroskedasticity results when the variance of the error term is different among some of the
observations.
I used the Breusch-Pagan test to identify whether heteroskedasticity is present in the
analysis. This test looks at changes in 𝑅# , which measures how closely the data fits to the
regression line. The null hypothesis stipulates that there is no effect from the independent
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variables on the error term. The alternative hypothesis stipulates that at least one independent
variable will have a non-zero effect on the error term. If the alternative hypothesis occurs, we
reject the null hypothesis that there is a non-zero effect. A Breusch-Pagan test that results in a
𝑐ℎ𝑖 # greater than 0.10 means heteroskedasticity is present in the analysis. Table 6 lists the results
of the Breusch-Pagan test. 𝐶ℎ𝑖 # 𝑖s much greater than 0.10 suggesting the presence of
heteroskedasticity. For this reason, we reject the null hypothesis that there is a non-zero effect. I
correct for this problem by using robust standard errors in the remaining regressions to determine
best functional form. I ran a final Lin-Lin OLS regression that corrects for multicollinearity and
heteroskedasticity with results listed in Table 7.
TABLE 6: Breusch-Pagan Test for Heteroskedasticity
Breusch-Pagan Test
𝑐ℎ𝑖 # (16) =
119.96
Prob > 𝑐ℎ𝑖 # =
0.0000
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TABLE 7: OLS Regression with Lin-Lin Functional Form Correcting for Multicollinearity
and Heteroskedasticity
Percent Leased
Parking Ratio
Star Rating Dummy 2
Star Rating Dummy 3
Number of Stories Dummy
Distant to Freeway
Competition within 1-3 miles
Competition within 3-5 miles
Competition within 5-8 miles
Competition within 8-10 miles

Coef.
0.670
-5.637
0.759
6.734
-0.335
-26.279
14.464
-12.159
8.031

Robust Std.
Err.
0.3296544
4.265603
2.443003
7.498339
2.189251
13.16725
5.983088
4.312632
4.764336

P>t
0.044
0.188
0.756
0.371
0.878
0.048
0.017
0.005
0.094

Density

-0.028

0.0081151

0.001

Median Household Income
Household Income Above
200K

-0.002

0.0010042

0.009

6.920

2.621905

0.009

Hispanic
Asian
Black
Bachelors Grad Professional
Age 18+
_cons

1.024
2.304
0.460
3.251
4.253
-196.891

0.7286988
0.8280336
1.538529
1.601589
2.75892
234.7419

0.162
0.006
0.765
0.044
0.125
0.403

[95% Conf. Interval]
0.0191567 1.322254
-14.06867 2.792919
-4.068816 5.588177
-8.085528 21.5548
-4.662907 3.991025
-52.30386 -0.254788
2.639626
26.29029
-20.68344 -3.635957
-1.385123 17.44791
0.0441824 -0.0121039
0.0046268 -0.0006571
1.738615
0.4158069
0.6681113
-2.580187
0.0858245
-1.19944
-660.8491

12.10279
2.464681
3.941261
3.501493
6.416775
9.706347
267.0666

Interaction Terms
Grace-Martin, K. (2017) suggests that adding an interaction term to a regression model
can help better explain relationships between variables. Frost, J. (2017) notes that independent
variables might interact with each other indicating that more factors may influence the dependent
variable. Accounting for these interactions strengthens the results of the statistical model. For
this study, I created two interaction terms [(1) household income above 200K and Density and (2)
median household income and density] to determine if the relationship between income in a
neighborhood and retail lease rates differed in densely populated areas signaling presence of
concentrated buying power. The regression coefficients for these terms were not statistically
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significant at the 90 percent confidence level indicating that there is no interaction between these
variables. For this reason, I did not incorporate these terms into the remaining analysis.
Testing Functional Form and Selecting Best Fit
I performed several regressions using different functional forms to determine which was
the most appropriate for this analysis. I test for functional form to ensure the best fit and to
eliminate any bias in the regression coefficient, which estimates the effect of X on Y. I ran an
OLS regression with Lin-Lin, Log-Linear (Log-Lin), Log-Semi Log, and Log-Quadratic (LogQuad) functional forms. The appendix includes the results comparing each of these regressions.
The Lin-Lin functional form OLS regression resulted in 10 explanatory variables with
regression coefficients that are statistically significant at or above the 90 percent confidence level.
This functional form produced more statistically significant regression coefficients as compared
to all other functional forms tested. For this reason, I chose the Lin-Lin functional form to
interpret the regression results. Parking, distance to competition, density, median household
income, income above 200 thousand, Asian, and higher education variables are all significant. I
discuss the magnitude of the effect of these variables on retail lease rates in the conclusion.
Conclusion
This section examines the regression results and compares the expected effect and actual
effect of the study’s explanatory variables on retail lease rates as well as the magnitude of these
effects. This section also outlines the study’s conclusions and its limitations, public policy
considerations, and opportunities for future research.
Regression Results: Expected and Actual Effect of Explanatory Variables on Retail Lease Rates
Table 8 lists all the explanatory variables with regression coefficients at or above the 90
percent confidence level. Note that the regression coefficient in Lin-Lin regression form
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indicates the influence of a one-unit change in the respective explanatory variable on the lease
rate (dependent variable) here expressed as a percentage. I list the variables in order from the
greatest effect (positive or negative) to the smallest effect on retail lease rates. The table also
summarizes the expected effect (positive, negative, or unknown) and compares that to the actual
effects given the regression results. The 𝑅# value of 0.2437 indicates that the model explains
almost 24 percent of the variability of lease rates around the mean observed for the whole sample.
TABLE 8: Statistically Significant Variables Using Log-Lin Functional Form
Explanatory Variable
Competition within 1-3 miles
Competition within 3-5 miles
Competition within 5-8 miles
Competition within 8-10 miles
Household Income Above 200K
Bachelors Grad Professional
Asian
Parking Ratio
Density
Median Household Income
R-squared

Coef.
-26.279**
14.465**
-12.16***
8.0314*
6.9207***
3.2513**
2.3047*
0.6707**
-0.0281***
-0.0026***

Expected
Effect
?
?
?
?
+
+
?
+
+
?
0.2437

Actual
Effect
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Power centers located near other power centers have a negative effect on retail lease rates
likely due to market saturation. The results confirm previous research and indicate that when
competition within one to three miles increases by one power center, retail lease rates decrease by
26 percent. This variable has the greatest impact on lease rates as compared to all other study
variables. The results of the other competition variables confuse the broader interpretation of
proximity to competition. The competition variables within five to eight miles and eight to ten
miles have a positive effect on retail lease rates at 14.5 percent and eight percent respectively.
Competition within eight miles has a negative effect on lease rates of 12 percent. I cannot explain
why this variable would perform differently than the other location to competition variables and
deserves more investigation.
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The variable accounting for income above two hundred thousand performed as predicted
and has a substantial positive effect of 6.9 percent on retail lease rates. Median household income
has a negative effect on lease rates. Although, the magnitude of effect is relatively small with
lease rates decreasing by 0.0026 percent for every one-dollar increase in the median household
income. Availability of parking and population density also has a relatively small effect on retail
lease rates. Parking availability performed as predicted and has a positive effect by increasing
lease rates by 0.67 percent for every one-percent increase in the ratio of parking spaces per retail
lease. Density has a small effect of decreasing lease rates by 0.03 percent for every one-percent
increase in population density. This variable did not perform as predicted. I predicted that more
concentration of people around retail creates the perfect environment for consumers and
producers allowing greater ease of access to power centers. While this finding is interesting,
given the relatively small effect on lease rates, I do not think it is substantively relevant to local
governments, developers, or retail center managers in making decisions about power centers.
Finally, higher education attainment had the predicted positive effect increasing lease rates 3.25%
for every one-percent increase in bachelor’s, master’s, or professional degrees. The control
variable for number of people that identify as Asian within a neighborhood census tract resulted
in a positive effect. For every one-percent increase in the Asian variable a corresponding 2.30
percent increase in retail lease rates occurs.
Close Proximity to Competition Drives Vacancies Up and Neighborhoods with High-Income
Earners Drive Vacancies Down; Results are Limited by Sample Size
I hypothesize that vacancy is driven by proximity to competition and whether the retail
center is in an upper- or lower-income demographic neighborhood. Using regression analysis
within a market supply and demand framework, I can confirm the study hypothesis that location
influences vacancy. Specifically, direct competition located nearby has a negative effect on lease
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rates thereby increasing vacancy. I can also confirm the study hypothesis that neighborhoods
with incomes in the very high range positively affect lease rates driving vacancy rates down.
While these findings are accurate, it is worth noting that the relatively small sample size of 163
observations limits the predictive ability of this model. Increasing the study sample size would be
one way to address this concern.
With the use of regression analysis this study provides greater insight into what
contributes, given available data, to vacancies in power centers within the county. In the next
chapter, this study explores through the use of qualitative interviews whether local governments
should intervene in a shopping center that is in decline or at risk of decline and possible economic
development methods for local government intervention.
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Chapter Four
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Introduction
In this chapter, I outline the qualitative portion of this thesis. In Chapter One, I discuss that
this thesis employs a nested research design using both quantitative (regression analysis) and
qualitative (interviews) methods. The regression analysis, answers the research question: What
causes vacancies in power centers located within Sacramento County? The regression results
showed that location to competition and socioeconomic characteristics of neighborhoods near
shopping centers highly influence vacancy. The regression analysis also revealed, given available
data, what contributes to vacancies in Sacramento big-box retail centers, but I also wanted to
learn qualitatively what the county can do, if anything, to help these shopping centers with high
vacancy rates. The qualitative research question in this study is: What can Sacramento County
do, if anything, to help shopping centers in decline or at risk of decline become profitable again?
This portion of my study qualitatively explores some feasible options for addressing shopping
centers that are in decline or at risk of decline using vacancy rate of a shopping center as a proxy
for decline, which signals a market imbalance. I use the term market imbalance here to refer to
an imbalance between the existing supply of shopping centers in a retail market and the current
demand for their use. Shopping centers with a high number of vacancies or where vacancies
occur for long periods of time suffer from this imbalance in the form of an excess supply relative
to demand, resulting in very low lease rates or tenants not desiring the retail space. However, in
some cases, shopping center owners would rather keep a space vacant over tenanting the property
with low-quality (expectation of lower rents) tenants.
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With the use of interviews, I seek to answer my second research question in order to provide
the County Executive, county staff, and the Board with information that will help inform
decisions about how best to proceed in addressing shopping centers that are in decline or at risk
of decline. The study results are also more broadly applicable to other local governments. The
remainder of this chapter includes a discussion of the following: (1) study design, (2) sampling,
(3) data collection, and (4) interview findings.
Study Design
This qualitative portion of this research will provide information for the county to explore
relating to whether the county should intervene to address a declining shopping center or a
shopping center at risk of decline and the method and type of intervention. Conducting
interviews of practitioners and experts in the field of economic development represented the best
way to answer my second research question, because the question inherently requires some
knowledge of Sacramento County demographics, retail market conditions, development patterns,
and political environment.
The interview protocol used in this study is semi-structured in that I used a set of five
open-ended interview questions that I asked of each study participant, but when conducting the
interviews, I asked additional questions to clarify responses or to seek examples that could help
illustrate a specific point a participant made. Young and Rose (2018) explain that a semistructured approach allows a researcher to compare responses across each participant and
maintain data integrity, while allowing the researcher flexibility in the interview process. The
appendix contains the complete set of interview questions used in this study. I designed the
interview questions to get at the heart of whether there is a role for local governments in
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intervening when a shopping center is failing and what should the intervention method entail, if
anything. The following summarizes the five interview questions in brief:
(1) Is it appropriate for Sacramento County or a local government to intervene when a
shopping center is in decline or at risk of decline?
(2) Are there economic development tools that can make shopping center improvements
or adaptive reuse of a shopping center more viable?
(3) Should Sacramento County provide incentives to owners/developers to improve or
reuse a shopping center?
(4) What economic development incentives do owners/developers value the most?
(5) What shopping center turnaround strategies work in helping a shopping center
become profitable again?
Sampling
I selected participants on both criterion and opportunistic bases. Specifically, I used a set
of criteria to choose participants but relied on county staff relationships and participant
willingness to take part in this study. Given the limited resources and time at my disposal as a
master’s thesis researcher, the number of participants was limited to four individuals.
To find participants for this study, I identified individuals who (1) currently worked in
the field of economic development and had experience working with local agencies and (2) had
some knowledge and understanding of Sacramento County demographics, retail market,
development patterns, and political environment. I also wanted participants to have enough
experience in their field to understand my quantitative analysis and findings, which I thought
would help inform their responses to the interview questions.
To have a well-rounded set of results, I sought to interview professionals working in
various sectors of economic development. I interviewed one developer, one individual working
in local government economic development, and economic development professionals working in
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the private sector on behalf of local government. As a Sacramento County employee, I relied on
county staff relationships to help identify individuals meeting these criteria. I also relied on the
willingness of prospective study participants to accept my invitation to take part in the study. I
revealed to study participants that I was employed by the county, and that I was conducting this
research as a requirement to complete my master’s thesis.
Data Collection, Method of Analyzing the Data, and Reporting Results
Sacramento State University requires Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval of any
research conducted by students involving human subjects. The IRB reviewed my research
proposal, including the methodology and interview questions and provided approval on February
15, 2019, to initiate the qualitative study.
Once I received IRB approval, I called each prospective participant and explained the
purpose of my study and invited them to participate. I informed each prospective participant that
they did not need to commit to participating over the phone and that following the telephone call
they would receive an email with specific details. I emailed the prospective participants with a
formal invitation, a thorough description of the purpose of the study, the interview questions, and
the required study participant consent form. The consent form is in the appendix.
I scheduled interviews at the convenience of each study participant, all of which occurred
by telephone. Interviews ranged in length from thirty minutes to one and a half hours. Interviews
took place the week of March 10-16, 2019. Each interview was audio recorded using a handheld
password protected device. I also took handwritten notes during each interview.
While I took high-level notes during the interview, I also relied on playing the audio back
after each interview to capture in detail the responses to each question. With these detailed notes,
I placed responses into a table separated by four columns, each labeled “interview” with the
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corresponding number 1-4 and five rows labeled with a brief description of each question. Using
this table method, I could more easily analyze and compare responses from each participant for
each question.
I sought to ensure that participants felt they could speak freely without concern of
repercussion to their professional careers. I hoped by keeping participant identities anonymous
that responses would be honest and without reservation. In order to maintain anonymity,
interview results are aggregated into themes. Participants were also informed that if for any
reason I needed to identify a specific response or group of responses, I would refer to the
respondents in general, nonidentifiable ways, as follows: economic development professional,
economic development professional working in local government, or developer.
Interview Findings
I organized the findings of this qualitative study into key themes, which I discuss here. I
developed these themes by aggregating interview responses (through coding). I identified the
following four key themes: (1) local government intervention in a declining shopping center
requires considerable due diligence; (2) public agencies should provide owner/developer
incentives under the right circumstances and given agency priorities and resources; (3) the most
important incentives for developers is certainty of time and cost – economic incentives help also,
when needed; and, (4) economic development tools and possible turnaround strategies for
properties in decline or at risk of decline. Table 9 summarizes the key interview findings and the
remainder of this chapter describes these themes in detail.
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TABLE 9: Summary of Key Interview Findings

#1

#2

#3

#4

Issue
Should local governments
intervene in declining
shopping centers?

Findings
It depends. Due diligence required by local
agency. Requires understanding of reasons
decline or blight exist. Local agency in
partnership with shopping center owner must
examine retail market conditions, ownership
characteristics, and shopping center
characteristics to determine long-term viability.
What economic
Economic development tools are important but
development tools are
without review of and possible changes to
worthy of consideration to existing development patterns decline may
address shopping center
continue. Incentivize revitalization of retail
decline and turnaround
centers that include entertainment commerce,
strategies?
including restaurants. Specific tools listed in
Table 10.
Should local governments Yes, but requires right circumstances, including
provide incentives to
market conditions, ownership characteristics,
developers to improve or shopping center characteristics, owner needs, and
reuse a shopping center?
local government priorities and capacity to
provide incentives. A local government should
not provide incentives when market conditions or
local government development policy priorities
do not support revitalization.
What incentives do
Certainty of time and cost in the project
developers value most?
application process, including planning, building,
and site improvement permit process.

(1) Local Government Intervention in a Declining Shopping Center Requires Considerable
Due Diligence
As discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, providing public sector incentives to private
sector property owners allows a number of public benefits, including generation of additional
sales tax revenue, which is an important source of discretionary revenue for local governments to
reinvest in public services and programs. Incentives can also help generate local jobs in support
of the local economy and can help clean up blighted commercial corridors that contribute to
loitering or vandalism. If a local government provides incentives to an owner/developer of a
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declining property or for the purposes of revitalizing a larger commercial corridor, it must do
considerable due diligence.
All interviewees agreed that the decision for a local government to intervene by offering
incentives, such as a direct monetary investment (i.e., fee holiday) or nonmonetary investment
(i.e., fast tracking of project application) to a property owner with a declining shopping center
requires due diligence and depends on a variety of factors. The developer noted that the local
government must first understand the condition of decline or blight in a shopping center and why
these factors exist. All interviewees agreed that this requires a look at several aspects, including
retail market conditions and ownership and shopping centers characteristics.
Market Conditions
Examining market conditions allows a local government to determine whether the area
has sufficient retail demand to enable the shopping center to thrive if revived. Two of four
interviewees noted that a market analysis would require that the local government in partnership
with a property owner determine whether the demographics in the surrounding area (e.g.,
population density, incomes, education, and age) support additional retail development (Public
and private sector economic development professionals). Retail generally does very well when
clustered together but too much retail can cause decline in shopping centers (Private sector
economic development professional). This is particularly true for aging centers because people
prefer shopping experiences at newer centers over older ones (Developer and private sector
economic development professional). A market analysis would also entail determining whether
the shopping center can be re-tenanted, which may require the help of a consultant that
specializes in retail tenant mixing and additional support to the shopping center owner (Private
sector economic development professional). All interviewees agreed that a market analysis may
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reveal that the area cannot support additional retail development or that the center is not a good
candidate to be re-tenanted. Three of four interviewees noted that, in some instances, correcting a
market failure is not advantageous for a local government to incentivize, particularly if there is
little chance that a center will be profitable again (Public and private sector economic
development professionals).
Ownership and Shopping Center Characteristics
All interviewees agreed that ownership of the property also matters in determining
possible interventions, if any, and offered various perspectives on this point. An owner’s
willingness to improve a property limits possible government intervention. The developer noted
that the most critical factor is that both parties – owner and local government – desire a change,
which is not always the case. One of the private sector economic development professionals
described different types of owners and the effect this could have on local government
interventions. This interviewee noted that some owners prefer to do the bare minimum to remain
profitable and keep tenant occupancy, such as ensuring space is inhabitable or making only
required improvements such as fixing a leaky roof or plumbing. In many cases, these types of
owners are unwilling to make significant property improvements. This interviewee also
explained that some owners also do not have personal ties to the community in which they
operate, including those that may live out of the area, state, or country. This is especially true for
shopping centers owned and operated by Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). REITs are
companies, often located out of the United States, that own and sometimes operate a shopping
center. They generally have no connection to the community or local government in which they
operate, making government intervention, if needed, difficult. The developer noted that if a
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property has multiple owners that do not agree on a path forward, this would also limit a local
government’s ability to intervene.
One of the private sector economic development professionals also discussed at length
the importance of personal ties to the community and property. This interviewee concluded that
government intervention is more likely when an owner of a property or the developer has a
personal stake in the community. For example, if an owner of a property also occupies retail
space for their own business, they are more likely to have an interest in improving the shopping
center. This is also true for family-owned shopping centers maintained over multiple generations
where they have established themselves in the community. More than the average shopping
center owner, these types of owners want their shopping centers to thrive not only for
profitability’s sake but also for the greater community. All interviewees agreed that even if a
shopping center owner is able and willing to make changes, limiting factors may exist such as
when they purchased the property, their basis or capital investment in the property, and the level
of debt they may carry on a property.
All interviewees agreed that shopping center characteristics also play a critical role in an
analysis of the property with the lifespan of a shopping center perhaps of most importance,
according to three of four interviewees. Shopping centers without renovations nearing the end of
their useful life are much more time intensive and costly to address. Other factors include not
only the age of the property but what is the condition of the property. The local government may
want to consider whether the center needs a complete overhaul or other smaller improvements.
The size and shape of the property also factor into whether a shopping center is a good candidate
for upgrades, redevelopment, or reuse (Private sector economic development professional).
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The lesson here is that municipalities must know the ownership landscape of the retail
centers within its jurisdiction and foster those relationships in order to better assess what, if any,
interventions are possible and when the property is suitable for intervention. Property
characteristics also factor into whether intervention is a sound investment for a local government.
Municipalities must also recognize and help the broader community understand the limitations of
government intervention when a property owner has no interest or is unable, despite assistance
from the local government, to make changes to their vacant or blighted property or if market or
property conditions make intervention infeasible.
(2) Public Agencies Should Provide Owner/Developer Incentives Under the Right
Circumstances and Given Agency Priorities and Resources
All interviewees agreed that municipalities should provide incentives to developers but
doing so depends first on the local government’s development and redevelopment priorities and
secondly, according to the local government economic development professional, the ability to
provide incentives. Additionally, incentivization also requires an evaluation of market and
property conditions, and shopping center owner needs. When a local government is working with
an owner to determine whether intervention is possible, this is a similar analysis used to
determine whether providing incentives will help a property’s development or redevelopment
have a positive effect. Municipalities should simultaneously evaluate whether to intervene and
provide incentives. Before a local government makes a decision to provide incentives, it should
prioritize where it will spend its capital and human resources and balance this decision with
whether there is a better use for public dollars (Public and private economic development
professionals).
A local government can prioritize in a number of ways, but this determination should
include a discussion about what the agency wants to accomplish. The local government should
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also evaluate its development patterns and determine where it will focus its resources (e.g.,
greenfield development, infill development, high density housing, redevelopment of properties
and infrastructure in aging corridors, and/or experience commerce). This may also include a
thorough evaluation of the availability of municipal resources, including availability of capital,
human resources, and availability of agency experts. The local government should also weigh the
benefits of providing the incentive with other possible negative impacts to the greater community,
such as increased traffic congestion or noise from delivery trucks in nearby residential
neighborhoods. Public agencies generally have limited resources making it difficult to create
meaningful change if a local government attempts to spread these resources across its entire
commercial retail infrastructure. It is simply not practical or advisable to do this (Private sector
and local government economic development professionals).
An agency should adopt policies that guide staff decisions about which development or
redevelopment opportunities are most deserving of limited public resources (Local government
economic development professional). Absent policy guidance from the elected body of the local
government about where to allocate public resources, staff must make decisions about where to
spend time and capital, leaving to chance whether these staff decisions to incentivize
development meet the needs and desires of the broader community, including the elected
officials, retail development owners, and residents.
Local government metrics for prioritizing development or redevelopment might include a
combination of factors including job generation, removal of blight, neighborhood stabilization, or
improving aging commercial corridors. The local government may have ideas about the number
of local jobs it desires to generate through commercial development in support of the community
and local economy, specific areas with blight it would like to see improved, or ideas for
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improvement in neighborhood shopping centers that will increase property values. As it relates to
commercial corridors, a set of priorities may include identifying core commercial corridors that
with some visioning, planning, and public sector incentives and improvements will reduce blight,
increase sales tax, and improve the surrounding area (Local government and private sector
economic development professionals).
There may be times that a local government would desire to intervene in a failing
shopping center despite its unlikelihood of success. In these cases, the assistance provided to the
owner of the property should not be a direct cash incentive and help should be limited, if provided
at all (Local government economic development professional). If any assistance is deemed
necessary it should be in the form of planning and building permit processing, or some other
technical or advisory support that would be provided to any applicant in the normal course of
business. Generally, public agencies should not spend limited public resources to support a
failing shopping center, including valuable public employee time. Three of four interviewees
noted that all market imbalances are not worthy of intervention, even if well intended, especially
given a local government’s limited resources (Local government and private sector economic
development professionals). These considerations should be part of the overall analysis of
benefits versus costs to provide an incentive. Multiple public benefits, such as increased sales tax
and property tax revenues, reduction in blight, and crime should be weighed against cost of
greater traffic congestion, possible negative effects on nearby shopping centers, and surrounding
neighborhoods, among others.
(3) The Most Important Incentives for Developers is Certainty of Time and Cost - Economic
Incentives Help Also, When Needed
Three of four interviewees agreed that the most important local government incentives
give the applicant owner/developer certainty in the application process, including a reasonable
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timeline to receive entitlements (i.e., approval to rezone), if needed, and provide fair and
reasonable costs (i.e., permit and application fees) to improve or redevelop a center. Certainty of
time and cost translates to a local government’s policies and processes for approving a project
proposal. Developers want to know how long the permitting (i.e., planning, building, site
improvement) process will take and how that translates into the time it will take them to complete
the project (Developer and local government and private sector economic development
professionals).
These same interviewees also agreed that local government planning and building permit
staff play a critical role in getting a project application through the process timely. The developer
and a private sector economic development professional noted specifically that uncertainty is
common in application process timing, particularly when planning and building permit staff are
not on board with local government priorities to move an application through the process or to
provide expedited services to an applicant. Generally, local government staff have some
discretion in how long it will take to review and process an application. Assuming a local
government is a good partner in the process, permit processing timelines also depend on the
quality of work submitted by the applicant owner. Applications must be complete, thorough, and
without error. An applicant cannot submit a subpar project proposal and expect to move through
the process quickly. Local government staff must comment on deficient applications and this
review and feedback process takes time (Local government economic development professional).
While the most important incentives relate to certainty of time and cost, applicant owners
also appreciate economic incentives when they determine the economic viability and success of a
project (Developer and private sector economic development professionals). Local government
economic incentives, particularly direct infusions of cash into a project or direct on-or-offsite
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property improvements, may trigger state requirements to pay prevailing wages on a project. In
this case, the cost of a project could increase substantially; the owner applicant should determine
whether the cost increase of paying prevailing wage outweighs the economic benefit of a cash
incentive (Private sector and local government economic development professional). Economic
incentives can also drive value to a property, such as through rezoning. Here a local government
might consider increasing the density of a development site or allowing for additional uses that
creates value in the property recognized in the marketplace (Private sector economic development
professionals).
(4) Economic Development Tools and Possible Turnaround Strategies for Properties in
Decline or at Risk of Decline
Addressing Development Patterns is Fundamental to Aging Retail Infrastructure
Determining the best strategy to intervene in a declining shopping center is not as simple
as reaching for the local government economic development toolkit to fix a shopping center’s
failure. Economic development tools in the toolkit can help in some instances but without
addressing other fundamental policy issues, such as a community’s retail development pattern,
the issues causing decline in dated shopping centers will continue. A local government must be
willing to address development patterns that may be contributing to vacancies and blight (Private
sector and local government economic development professionals).
The Sacramento County region has experienced a concentric growth retail development
pattern, much like other suburban communities to the detriment of aging shopping centers.
Characterized by new rings of development, concentric growth essentially means that new
development occurs outside of the existing retail infrastructure, leaving older retail in place and,
in some cases, less desirable. Newer retail development attracts consumers to new growth areas
accelerating an ageing shopping center’s decline (Developer and private sector economic
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development professional). Much of the new growth in the Sacramento County region has
occurred in incorporated cities where the county has no oversight, but the county can address its
own development patterns setting policy to incentivize infill and revitalization, which may help
the aging retail infrastructure within the county.
Turnaround Strategies and Economic Development Tools that Work
Much like the decision to intervene or provide incentives, retail market conditions,
condition of the property, and owner needs all factor into the kinds of economic development
tools needed to turn a property around or to incentivize the local government’s priorities.
Turning around a property also requires that a retail developer understand how to appropriately
reuse the property, given market conditions. All interviewees offered ideas about possible
economic development tools. Many of these recommendations overlapped, but each interviewee
also provided their own unique perspective. One private sector economic development
professional described the need to look at the short and long-term strategy for the property to help
determine what tools would be most appropriate. This interviewee also recommended that the
developer/owner and local government should consider how best to enhance the value of the
property. Another private sector economic development professional described the option of
identifying pilot sites to evaluate possible new uses, which may require rezoning a property for
adaptive reuse. The local government economic development professional discussed cash
incentives, sales tax rebates, rezoning, and providing the developer with flexibility relating to
fees. The developer spoke about a number of tools, including the idea that a local government
could offer to assemble a team of county employees to help move the project through the
application and permitting process timely. Table 10 summarizes the tools identified through
interviews, which I discuss in more detail in the remainder of this section.
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TABLE 10: Summary of Economic Development Tools
Tool

Long-Term or ShortTerm
Strategy/Benefits
(Long-Term 5-10+
years; Short-Term 1-5
years)
Short-term to long-term
implementation; Goal is
long-term positive
effects on market and
surrounding area
Short to long-term
implementation and
positive effects on
market and surrounding
area.
Short-term
implementation and
positive effects for
owner; short to longterm positive effects for
market and surrounding
area.
Immediate to short-term
implementation and
benefit to
owner/developer.

Fiscal
Impact

Is Sacramento
County
Doing?

Requires BOS
Approval?

Applicant
cost.
Sometimes
county cost.

Yes.

Yes, for each
project
application.

County cost.

Yes.

Yes, Capital
Improvement
Contracts.

County cost.

Yes, sparingly.

Yes, absent
existing policy
through
development
agreements.

Applicant
cost. County
human
capital costs.

None.

Immediate
implementation and
benefit to
owner/developer.
Immediate
implementation and
benefits to
owner/developer.

County cost

Yes, sparingly
and without
consistent
application of
guidelines.
No.

No cost.

Yes, sparingly.

Yes.

Project Impact
Fee Credits (i.e.
sewer, water,
transportation)

Immediate
implementation and
benefit to
owner/developer

No cost.

Yes.

No, given
existing BOS
adopted
ordinances.

Sales Tax Rebate

Project specific
implementation; longterm positive effects for
owner/developer,
market, and
surrounding area.

Cost to
county.

Yes, sparingly.

Yes,
development
agreement.

Rezoning to allow
adaptive reuse,
including mixeduse and greater
density
Public
infrastructure site
improvements
Site
Improvements
(i.e., building
improvements)

Expediting
Project
Application
Fee holiday

Fee Deferral
Program

Yes.
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Tax Increment
Financing (TIF)
Such as,
Enhanced
Infrastructure
Financing
Districts
Local
Government
Team of In-house
Experts
Local
Government
Team of
Contracted
Experts

Short-term
implementation and
benefits to
owner/developer, local
government, market,
and surrounding area.

Cost to
county in tax
increment.

No.

Yes.

If established for a
project, immediate to
short-term
implementation;
immediate benefits to
owner/developer.
Short-term to long-term
implementation;
immediate benefits to
local government and
owner/developer.

County
human
capital costs

Yes, sparingly.

No.

Cost to
county.

No.

No.

Enhancement of a property may require short-term and long-term methods. The chosen
strategy to enhance a retail property – whether short term or long term - will dictate the kinds of
tools needed. Long term strategies look at how the property can produce value over time and take
the market in a new direction that may motivate additional revitalization in a commercial corridor
(Private sector economic development professional). This may require changing the fundamental
use through rezoning of the property to create more value. Longer term strategies may require
large-scale infrastructure improvements, such as street improvements or other public
improvements to the property or to increase access to the property. Short term strategies may
focus on revitalizing just one aspect of a property to improve net operating income that would
address the immediate needs of an owner (Local government and private sector economic
development professional).
Other tools include things that can decrease the time to construction and cost of a project
as previously discussed. An agency can expedite a development application or give the developer
a fee holiday, which means waiving fees for a period of time (Local government economic
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development professional). Another incentive tied to fees, would allow the developer to pay fees
over the life of the project instead of requiring payment upfront. By giving the developer the
option not to pay fees upfront the local government bares the risk of nonpayment. A local
government can reduce this risk by imposing a property tax lien securing through property tax
collection the payment of development fees (Developer). Other fee breaks might come in the
form of project impact fee credits, such as sewer, water, or transportation credits (Local
government economic development professional). If a project produces enough sales tax revenue
it may be eligible in the county and other jurisdictions for a sales tax rebate. A sales tax rebate
allows the property owner to keep a certain portion of sales taxes in order to put those revenues
back into revitalizing or enhancing a property (Local government economic development
professional). Finally, in a post-redevelopment scenario, tax increment financing exists through
Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts or other forms of tax increment financing, which can
be useful to a project developer and local government by allowing the investment of the local
government tax increment from the property back into improving the property, such as
infrastructure improvements (Private sector and public sector economic development
professionals and developer).
In some cases, a project may bring enough value (e.g., certain number of jobs or sales
taxes revenues) that it warrants an application approval through a fast-tracked process. This kind
of project might also warrant the establishment of a local government project team that includes
county staff from all areas of the development application cycle, including planning, building and
site improvement permitting, transportation, and water resources. This fast-tracking team would
ensure a smooth and timely project application approval through planning, building permits, and
site improvements (Developer and local government economic development professional). A
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local government could also bring a team of experts (e.g., economist, economic development
specialist, or others) to help a property owner and the public agency determine how best to
improve a property for long-term success (Private sector economic development professional).
In current retail market conditions, food and entertainment are critical to success of
commercial retail shopping centers. Without these components, shopping centers may struggle in
the existing retail climate (Developer). Three of four interviewees agreed that a local government
may also look at rezoning to allow for site intensification, which would allow the development of
housing on existing retail infrastructure either through mixed-used development or high-density
housing (Private sector and local government economic development professionals.
Public agencies have a variety of tools at their disposal to assist in the development and
redevelopment of declining shopping centers. Choosing the appropriate tool requires due
diligence in examining market conditions, the needs of the owner and property, and local
government capacity to provide incentives.
Conclusion
Whether a local government intervenes, and the method of intervention used depends on
a variety of factors that must be evaluated by a local government. Given limited public resources,
public agencies must closely scrutinize where these resources are spent, including evaluating
costs and benefits to the broader community. Providing incentives to private sector property
owners using public resources can bring valuable change through long-lasting community
benefits, such as neighborhood stabilization through increased property values, desirable
shopping near residential neighborhoods, and reduced crime with reduction in vacant or blighted
properties. Multiple economic development tools exist, but whether they are appropriate for a
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specific project depends on market conditions, property characteristics, owner needs, and a local
government’s capacity and willingness to provide the incentive.
In Chapter 5, I will discuss public policy considerations given this study’s quantitative
and qualitative findings, opportunities for further research, and make recommendations for the
county that take into account current county planning and permitting administrative and economic
development practices. Specifically, I will discuss (1) the Board of Supervisors’ economic
development policies and the need for additional guidance; (2) why project teams are necessary
and the need to more uniformly apply standards on when to use these teams; (3) given the
benefits of fast tracking projects, the county can improve this process; (4) identifying additional
pilot site opportunities for turnaround strategies by capitalizing on existing county and consultant
work, and opportunities with Sacramento Area Council of Governments’ (SACOG) Green Means
Go program; (5) the need for further analysis of demographically similar agencies and their
economic development practices; and, (6) creating a business friendly climate and addressing
county culture.
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Chapter Five
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study, motivated by the Sacramento County Board of
Supervisors’ (Board) interest in addressing shopping center vacancies, is to determine the cause
of vacancies in retail power centers (i.e., big-box shopping centers like Target, Walmart, and
Lowes). In Sacramento County (county), the retail power center vacancy rate is almost double
the national average and two basis points higher than the Sacramento Metropolitan Statistical
Area—a trend worthy of further investigation. Retail vacancies signal a market imbalance in the
lack of demand for versus an oversupply of retail space. The overwhelming trend toward
shopping for an increased number of goods online contributes to changes in the retail landscape,
leading to big-box retailers decreasing the size of their store footprint, implementing more ways
to make online shopping easier, and even some retailers closing locations leaving large retail
spaces unoccupied. This major shift in shopping patterns partly accounts for retailers’ decisions
to relocate or shutter stores, but this evolution does not wholly explain the changes happening in
the county, including a significant vacancy rate in retail power centers. Retail vacancies
contribute to dissatisfied residents in neighborhoods near declining and blighted retail shopping
centers, among other concerns of interest to the Board. For these reasons, in addition to
examining the cause of vacancies in retail power centers, this study also examines whether it is
appropriate and necessary for the county to intervene in a shopping center that is in decline or at
risk of decline and economic development methods for addressing decline. Employing a nested
research design using quantitative and qualitative methods this study set out to answer two
questions: (1) What drives changes in vacancy rates within retail power centers located in
Sacramento County? and (2) What can Sacramento County do, if anything, to help shopping
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centers in decline or at risk of decline become profitable again. The following summarizes the
key findings.
This chapter summarizes the research methods and procedures, summarizes the major
findings of the quantitative and qualitative research presented in this thesis, includes a discussion
of the public policy considerations and opportunities for further research, and offers
recommendations for the county.
Summary of Research Methods and Procedures
Quantitative Research: Regression Analysis
Chapter 3 of this thesis offered regression-based research to determine what factors,
given available data, cause vacancies in retail power centers within the county. The regression
analysis uses a theoretical model I developed with the guidance of existing empirical research
about the determinants of shopping center vacancies. The theoretical model analyzes broad causal
factors that may affect retail lease rates. These factors include retail center characteristics,
shopping center location, and neighborhood characteristics. I analyzed 163 observations
accounting for individual parcels within each of the fifteen power centers located within the
county and included in this study. This study uses data from CoStar™, a subscription-based
service containing retail shopping center characteristics information for retail centers in the
county, including parking availability, number of levels of the building, and the property rating
given by CoStar™. I also employed ArcGIS data which provided information about two
important factors, distance to the nearest freeway and distance between competing power centers.
I also used census data to identify neighborhood characteristics, including income, education,
population density, among other factors.
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Bailey (2016) explains that a multivariate OLS regression, which this study uses, will net
out the effects of other variables in the model by holding other factors constant resulting in the
true effects of X (independent variable(s)) on Y (dependent variable). I tested and corrected for
multicollinearity by running a pairwise correlation and variance inflation factor analysis, which
confirmed that multicollinearity was present in the initial regression. Because multicollinearity
can make it difficult or impossible to determine the effects of independent variables on the
dependent variable, I corrected for this problem by aggregating the education variables and
dropping theoretically redundant variables of households below poverty and vacant housing. I
also tested for heteroskedasticity using the Breusch-Pagan test and confirmed its presence. If left
uncorrected, heteroskedasticity can bias the standard error of coefficient, which can place too
much statistical significance in the results. I corrected for this problem by using robust standard
errors in the remaining regressions. Lastly, after testing for best functional form, I selected the
Lin-Lin functional form OLS regression, which resulted in more statistically significant
regression coefficients than other functional forms tested.
Qualitative Research: Interviews
Chapter 4 of this thesis includes qualitative research that explores, through interviews
with economic development professionals, two main issues: 1) whether people believe that local
governments should intervene in a shopping center in decline or at risk of decline and 2) feasible
options for addressing shopping centers in these conditions. Using a set of five open-ended
interview questions, I conducted four telephone interviews that included. The interviewees were:
an economic development professional working in local government, two economic development
consultants with local government experience, and a retail developer. The criteria for selection of
interviewees were twofold. Participants had to be economic development professionals with
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local government experience and had to have some knowledge and understanding of Sacramento
County demographics, retail market, development patterns, and political environment. I
aggregated the interview results to maintain participant confidentiality. Also, by aggregating the
interview responses, I could more easily compare responses and organize the findings into key
themes.
Major Research Findings
Quantitative Research: Key Regression Analysis Findings
Table 11 summarizes the regression analysis findings, which lists the explanatory
variables with regression coefficients at or above 90 percent confidence levels. The location
variables have the most significant impact on lease rates. The expected effect these variables
would have on lease rates was uncertain because of the contradiction between previous research.
Some quantitative research suggests that certain retailers prefer to locate near each other because
it has a positive effect on revenue. Other empirical research suggests that there are times that
when retail shopping centers are located near each other vacancies increase. This study found
that retail power centers located within one to three miles of each other have a negative effect on
lease rates, which is consistent with previous research that competition located nearby can have a
negative impact. Specifically, when competition increases by one retail power center within one
to three miles the vacancy rate of a retail power center increases by 26 percent. This finding is
also consistent with the qualitative research in this thesis that identified concerns among
interview participants that retail corridors can have too much retail causing an area to be “overretailed” thereby increasing vacancies.
The competition variables within 3-5 miles and within 8-10 miles have a positive effect
on lease rates, driving vacancy rates down by 14 percent and 8 percent respectively. These
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findings are consistent with existing quantitative empirical research and also consistent with the
interviews conducted for this thesis. The qualitative research in this thesis identified that some
types of businesses collocate to increase visibility and provide comparison shopping, but when
shopping centers are located too close to each other and have similar offerings it can also have an
opposite negative affect thereby increasing vacancy rates. The competition within 5-8 miles
variable confuses the broader interpretation of the location variables. This variable performed
differently than expected, given the outcomes for the other location variables. Competition
within 5-8 miles increases vacancy rate by 12 percent. I cannot explain why this variable would
perform this way and is worthy of further investigation.
Regarding neighborhood demographic variables, key findings indicate that household
income above $200,000 and households with higher education degrees had a positive effect on
lease rates and performed as predicted. Household income above $200,000 decreased vacancy
rates by 6.9 percent and having a higher education degree decreased vacancy rates by 3.25
percent. It appears logical that the higher the incomes and education, the greater the purchasing
power for neighboring retail shopping centers.
The only shopping center characteristic that was statistically significant in the analysis
was parking ratio, that is the number of spaces available per 1,000 square feet of leased space.
The magnitude of effect is very small, only decreasing vacancy by less than one percent for every
one-percent increase in the parking ratio. The only variable that did not perform as predicted was
density. I expected that the density variable would have a positive effect driving vacancies down,
but it had the opposite effect. The magnitude of effect is also less than one percent with no
material effect on lease rates.
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TABLE 11: Regression Results Listed in Order of Magnitude of Effect
Expected
Explanatory Variable
Coef.
Effect
Competition within 1-3 miles
-26.279**
?
Competition within 3-5 miles
14.465**
?
Competition within 5-8 miles
-12.16***
?
Competition within 8-10 miles
8.0314*
?
Household Income Above 200K
6.9207***
+
Bachelors Grad Professional
3.2513**
+
Asian
2.3047*
?
Parking Ratio
0.6707**
+
Density
-0.0281***
+
Median Household Income
-0.0026***
?
R-squared
0.2437

Actual
Effect
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

*** Statistical significance with 99% confidence
** Statistical significance with 95% confidence
* Statistical significance with 90% confidence

Qualitative Research: Key Interview Findings
After aggregating the interview findings, I identified four key themes. The following
summarizes these themes and represents the opinions and beliefs of the economic development
professionals I interviewed.
(1) Local government intervention in a declining shopping center requires considerable due
diligence.
Whether a local government intervenes into a declining shopping depends on the
consideration of several factors, including retail market conditions as well as ownership and
shopping center characteristics. Retail market conditions allow an owner/developer and local
government to understand the feasibility of retail options given other retail offerings in the area,
whether the demographics of the area can support the retail contemplated, and what is happening
at the state and national retail level that may influence local retail markets, among other
considerations. Ownership of the property also plays a critical role in a local government’s
ability to intervene into a declining shopping center. How the property is held in ownership can
affect the desirability of the owner to address a property in decline, such as whether the property
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is owned in trust by a real estate company or by an individual living out of state or country. If
there is more than one owner of a property, this arrangement can complicate decisions about how
to move the property forward and out of decline because it requires agreement among all owners.
Finally, how far a shopping center is in decline can greatly impact the cost of a project and the
ability of owner/developer to address the issues causing decline.
(2) Local governments should provide owner/developer incentives under the right circumstances
and given agency priorities and resources.
Much like the decision to intervene, the decision to provide incentives also requires a local
government to consider several factors including whether the incentive will help improve the
outcome of the property over the long term, which requires a look at retail market conditions,
owner needs (i.e., capital or expertise), and property needs (i.e., rezoning, site improvements, or
building improvements). Identifying the needs of owners and the property are important, but a
local government must also evaluate its own priorities and identify its financial and human
resource capacity to provide an incentive. Prioritizing should include a discussion about what a
local government wants to accomplish (i.e., job generation, blight removal, neighborhood
stabilization, or improving aging commercial corridors), an evaluation of development patterns,
availability of municipal resources (i.e., capital, human resources, agency experts, or contracted
experts), and an evaluation of benefits versus costs to provide an incentive.
(3) The most important incentives for developers are certainty of time and cost – economic
incentives help also, when needed.
Owners/developers want to know when a project can begin, when a project will end, and
how much it will cost. The need for certainty of time and cost in a project cannot be overstated.
Giving owners/developers certainty in the amount of time it will take to get a project application
through the planning and permitting process is valuable for project planning and cost estimation
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purposes. Outside of knowing how much time a project application will take and how much it
will cost, developers appreciate opportunities for other economic development incentives, such as
direct monetary incentives when the availability of the incentives determines the success of a
project even if leveraged for additional resources.
(4) Economic development tools and possible turnaround strategies for properties in decline or at
risk of decline.
Turning a shopping center around that is in decline may require short and long-term
methods. The types of strategies needed, whether short of long-term, dictate which are the best
tools, given available local government resources. These strategies may entail rezoning a property
to allow for adaptive reuse, such as mixed-use or greater density. They may require a local
government to make on and off-site improvements allowing for better access to the property or
water and sewer improvements. Some tools are beneficial to the owner/developer such as
expediting a project application, providing flexibility on when fees must be paid, providing fee
breaks, giving a sales tax rebate to allow the owner/developer to keep a portion of the sale tax
revenue to reinvest into the property. Other strategies require collaboration between the
owner/developer and local government, such as the development of project teams both in-house
and those with contracted experts or the implementation of a tax increment financing district (i.e.,
enhanced infrastructure financing district). In current retail markets, large shopping centers
lacking entertainment components, such as sit-down restaurants and other retail stores with
hands-on experiences, are not doing as well as those that have these features.
Discussion: Public Policy Considerations and Opportunities for Further Research
Public Policy Considerations
As retail continues to evolve and respond to changing consumer behavior, local
governments and shopping center owners/developers working in partnership have an opportunity
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to evaluate community needs and make decisions about how to fill empty space. Retail centers
with high vacancy rates that signal a market imbalance would benefit from creative thinking
about the best use of vacant space. These instances are opportunities to create other more
desirable experiential retail or address the well-documented affordable housing shortage in
California communities, including the county, with mixed-use multifamily housing. These
concepts require collaboration, community involvement, possible zoning changes, and the
political will of local elected officials.
Local government intervention in a declining shopping center is not as simple as having the
desire to improve it or the surrounding neighborhood. Without consideration of important
factors, such as the current local, state, and national retail climate as well as ownership and
property characteristics, a local government could make a decision that dedicates limited public
resources to a project that with public assistance would fail anyway. All market imbalances
signaled by a high number of vacant storefronts in a shopping center are not necessarily worthy
of local government intervention, because depending on the reason for decline (i.e., aging
shopping center, anchor brands departing from a shopping center, retail market shifts toward
other goods), the shopping center may require change beyond an owner/developer’s ability to
address the issue and meaningful local government intervention. In these cases, a local
government may help an owner remain cash flow positive for a short period of time by, for
example, helping to re-tenant a property but will otherwise fail because the infrastructure
continues to age, or the market cannot support the additional retail. Local government leaders
must be willing to make a decision not to intervene in a declining shopping center if evidence
suggests that a shopping center will fail despite local government intervention. If a local
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government intervenes by offering monetary local public resources and a shopping center fails,
the public agency runs the risk of being viewed as wasting valuable and limited public resources.
Also, local government economic development, planning, and building permit staff decisions
about where to spend local government resources requires the guidance of policies adopted by
the elected body of a local government. Absent such policies, staff will make decisions that may
or may not be in the best interest of the elected body, owners/developers, or residents. Formally
adopted policies also help drive workplace culture. For example, if a local government adopts
policies that prioritize fast-tracking project applications meeting certain criteria, local
government leadership has the policy foundation to work with staff to address this priority.
Finally, local government economic development tools can help in some instances but
without addressing other fundamental policy issues, such as prioritizing infill over greenfield
development, the concerns relating to decline in dated shopping centers will continue. Concentric
retail growth and urban sprawl both contribute to aging retail shopping centers and corridors
because new developments create up-to-date retail shopping attracting older neighboring
communities’ residents away from their own nearby shopping centers. This is not to say that it is
impossible for a local government to identify and address aging corridors and retail infrastructure,
but elected officials must understand the long-term effects of allowing or prioritizing certain
kinds of development over others and the limits of the resources at their disposal. Aging
infrastructure in suburban communities that have experienced concentric growth patterns did not
happen overnight. This was decades in the making as new development was approved and built.
There are no quick fixes for aging and dilapidated infrastructure, this work takes time, even
decades in many cases, depending on the complexities and condition of a property or commercial
corridor.
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Opportunities for Further Research
Future work should consider ways to increase the sample size of both the quantitative and
qualitative research to enhance the predictive power of the study models. The regression analysis
data was limited to the information included in the CoStar™ database. Additional work should
expand the explanatory factors for retail center characteristics, such as age of the shopping center,
whether a shopping center was remodeled, and if so, when the remodeling occurred. Some of this
data was available from CoStar™ but not for all 163 observations included in the regression. For
this reason, these characteristics were not included in this analysis.
Further study would also benefit by including the specific retail mix within each retail
center and by expanding the study to include other types of shopping centers. This would require
substantial investigation of a considerable number of businesses within each retail shopping
center. Shopping habits differ across age categories and any future work should expand the age
category variables to better control for these different habits among consumers.
Recommendations for Sacramento County
The quantitative research in this thesis identified several factors that influence vacancies
in shopping centers within the county, including location to competition and demographic factors
like income and education. These factors are largely out of the Board’s control, but helpful in
providing a big-picture understanding of what may contribute to the retail landscape in the
county. The qualitative research in this thesis identified whether a small sample of stakeholders
think it is prudent for the county to intervene into declining shopping centers and if so, their ideas
about the appropriate tools for doing so. The following recommendations take into consideration
factors that the county can exercise control over and that can help improve economic
redevelopment activities in the county in order to address the broader issue of declining retail
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shopping centers. Some of the recommendations require consideration of policy and
organizational changes while others capitalize on the positive work the county has undertaken on
its own and with the assistance of contracted consultants.
(1) The Sacramento County Board of Supervisors should adopt economic development policies
to help guide staff decisions about where to spend limited public resources.
Given the complexities of determining where a local government ought to spend its limited
resources, the Board should consider adopting policies that guide economic development activity
within the county. In 2014, the county contracted with a consultant to develop an economic
development strategic plan. This plan is not Board endorsed and lacks a set of best practices for
similarly situated communities. The Economic Development Director should review the 2014
economic development strategic plan, update the plan to address existing county commercial
retail infrastructure challenges and needs and that reflects best practices in economic
development, and seek Board approval of the plan. Additional Board policies could be adopted
separately or as part of an economic development plan in the form of guiding principles or a set
of key initiatives (i.e., addressing specific aging commercial corridors). Any Board adopted
policies should be broad enough to allow staff flexibility in implementing them, but specific
enough that staff has clear direction on the best use of time and resources. Adopting this kind of
strategy would also assist county staff in determining when and what kind of incentives to offer
on various projects. The Economic Development Director should consider examining best
practices in developing economic development plans and strategies for the Board’s consideration.
(2) Project teams are necessary to help ensure a smooth project application process; county staff
should more uniformly apply standards on when to use these teams.
The county has used project teams consisting of in-house experts from all areas of the
development process, including planning, transportation, water, and permitting on large
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development and redevelopment projects. These projects teams help ensure a smooth project
application process, address questions and issues that come up during this process, and set
timelines and expectation for approvals. Projects teams are resource intensive and cannot be used
on every project. Absent policy guidance, staff have determined on a case-by-case basis when to
use a project team. These decisions have resulted in great successes with projects like the
redevelopment of Howe Bout Arden and the development of the Amazon fulfillment center
located in the north portion of the county. However, there are no consistent guidelines on which
projects warrant this beneficial incentive. Whether approved administratively by the County
Executive or by the Board, the county should consider adopting guidelines for use of project
teams as an economic development incentive.
(3) Given the benefits of fast-tracking projects, county economic development and planning staff
should review opportunities to improve this process.
County staff use a set of guidelines developed in 2014 and modeled after the City of
Riverside to determine when a project should be fast-tracked through the planning entitlement
process. These guidelines identify the criteria for which projects quality for the fast-tracking
process. If approved as provided by the guidelines, a project team works to ensure that the
complete project application receives reviews and approvals within provided timelines. In theory,
this process allows a smooth transition through the planning application process, giving the
developer needed certainty in timing of the project. If the county decides to update its economic
development strategic plan, these policies should also be reviewed and updated as well to ensure
that the criteria identified for fast tracking projects are appropriate and meet the Board’s
economic development priorities.
Additionally, the county also has a fast-tracking process for site improvement plan reviews.
This process includes a commitment to complete the first plan review within 20 working days, a
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second plan review within 10 working days, and third plan review, if necessary, within 10
working days. This process requires multiple departments to review and approve the site
improvement application. The Sacramento County Office of Engineering tracks the progress of
county departments in meeting the agreed upon initial 20-day review timeline. County
departments are meeting this timeline 96 percent of the time or more with the exception of the
Office of Planning and Environmental Review (OPER). In 2018, OPER received a 70-percent
efficiency rating in meeting this targeted timeline. OPER should evaluate the reason(s) the
department is not meeting the timelines and determine what changes are necessary to address this
deficiency. The county could better meet the needs of owner/developers by ensuring that it
remains consistent with agreed to fast-tracking timelines.
(4) The Board, in consultation with the County Executive and economic development leadership,
should identify additional pilot site opportunities for turnaround strategies by capitalizing on
existing county and consultant work, and potential opportunities with the Green Means Go
program.
The Board, in consultation with the County Executive and the county’s economic
development leadership team, should consider how to prioritize its limited public resources. One
way to do this would be to identify pilot sites for the type of revitalization that the county would
like implemented. This could require rezoning in certain areas to permit adaptive reuse, including
allowing for mixed-used development or greater densities. The county has begun identifying
targeted shopping center sites and commercial corridors for revitalization opportunities through
the use of Kosmont Companies (Kosmont) and the county’s economic development leadership
team.
The county contracted with Kosmont to analyze and provide a report of retail markets and to
assess the county landscape for aging retail shopping centers and commercial corridors. The
Kosmont report recommends that the county target, for revitalization efforts, six properties that
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have a vacancy rate of more than 50 percent and have more than four acres of land. The report
identifies one of the power centers in this study as a targeted retail center. The county should
build upon this report by either contracting for or doing the work of analyzing these properties for
possible revitalization. This should include performing a retail market, ownership, and property
characteristic analysis. Kosmont’s report, while helpful in identifying possible revitalization sites,
lacks some of the required details for the county to make a more informed decision about
potential for revitalization and whether the use of county resources is prudent.
Additionally, the county has begun identifying aging corridors for county revitalization
efforts and has modified its service delivery model to have economic development, planning, and
transportation work together toward an integrated approach to addressing the needs in aging
commercial corridors. The county identified a pilot site for this new approach situated along
Arden Way between Ethan Way and Watt Avenue. Under this new plan, the county will combine
a number of components to leverage resources, including working with the Fulton Avenue
Business Improvement District, the Transportation Department, which received Sacramento Area
Council of Governments (SACOG) grant funding for complete streets, the Planning Department’s
infill strategy sites, and economic development sites identified in the Kosmont report along this
corridor.
Building on this work, the county should also look to the SACOG Green Means Go program
to help identify potential opportunities for commercial corridor pilot revitalization sites through
infill development. The SACOG program would incentivize infill development, among other
things, to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) to help meet state-imposed GHG reduction
targets. The success of this SACOG program is heavily dependent on whether Governor
Newsome includes in the FY 2019/2020 State Budget a request for $400 million over three years
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to fund the program. The potential is huge for additional county resources to address aging
corridors with the goal of reducing vehicle miles traveled by keeping residents shopping in
nearby retail centers.
(5) The Economic Development Director should consider analyzing demographically similar
agencies to help identify economic development strategies/tools best practices.
Building off the consulting work Kosmont provided in understanding the retail climate within
the county and the status of certain underperforming retail centers, the county sought to
understand what economic development tools are available for use with underperforming retail
centers. Kosmont provided a draft report to county staff that identifies a handful of economic
development tool opportunities. Using this report as a foundation, the Economic Development
Director should consider building upon this work by conducting an analysis of economic
development tools and strategies used by demographically similar local governments. The county
should consider what other jurisdictions are doing to incentivize the revitalization of aging
corridors and retail shopping centers and whether there are lessons to be learned from similarly
situated communities.
(6) The county’s economic development leadership team should look for opportunities to create a
business-friendly climate by addressing county culture to assist in improving relationships
with the development community.
Given the county’s desire to address aging retail shopping centers and commercial corridors,
one of the key strategies to tackle these issues should involve reviewing the county’s culture and
climate in supporting a customer service and business friendly environment. Ensuring the county
is a positive and thoughtful partner in the development process will go a long way in building
healthy relationships and trust with the development community. This includes a review at all
levels of staffing within departments involved in the development process. Continuing to build
on these important relationships can assist in furthering the county’s goals. Reviewing the
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county’s culture and climate would entail some of the work discussed in the other
recommendations offered here, including evaluating the incentives provided to owner/developers
by the county, planning and permitting timelines and processes, and the customer service
environment, among other tasks. Finally, Board adopted economic development policies that
support county programs, such as fast-tracking planning entitlements, would also help by giving
county leadership teams the tools they need to work with planning and permitting staff in
developing a customer service, business friendly focused environment.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Des
Rosiers,
Theriault,
&
Menetrier
(2005)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied the
relationship
between shopping
center rents and
center location
and neighborhood
characteristics.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 8
superregional,
regional, and
community
shopping
centers in
Quebec City
during the
1998-2000
period. 941
retail units.
Data Type:
Cross
sectional and
time series.
Data
Source(s):
Rental rate
and other data
collected by
study authors
from shopping
center
managers in
Quebec City;
Census
information
on 1996
neighborhood
profiles and
regional data
processed
through GIS;
2001 OriginDestination
Survey
conducted by
Quebec’s
transit
authority on
174,000 daily
trips.

Research
Method/Desig
n
OLS with
Log-Lin
functional
form.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
store size:
Gross
Leasable
Area (GLA)
Measure of
line of
product sold:
Type of
retail
establishmen
t
Measure of
economic
factors and
location:
Economic
Potential
Index (EPI)
and Center
Attraction
Index (CAI)

Research findings
Model 1: 10%
increase in GLA
results in a 2.8%
drop in unit rent.
Statistically
significant at the .01
confidence level.
This model explains
42.9% of variation
among stores.
Model 2: 10%
increase in GLA
results in a 2.7%
drop in unit rent.
Statistically
significant at the .01
confidence level.
This model explains
55.9% of the
variation among
stores.
Model 3: A one-unit
change in EPI
results in a 3.5%
rental rate increase.
Statistically
significant at the .01
confidence level.
This model explains
47.6%of variation
among stores.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Eppli &
Shilling
(1996)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied the
relationship
between retail
sales of a
shopping center
and proximity to
competition and
size of the
shopping center.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 38
shopping
centers
located
throughout the
U.S.
Data Type:
Cross
sectional.
Data Sources:
Privately
collected data;
National
Decision
System’s
Demographic
Trend Report.

Research
Method/Desig
n
OLS with
Log-Lin
functional
form.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
competitor:
Shopping
center that
fell within
10-mile ring
of observed
shopping
center.

Research findings

Measure of
size of
shopping
center:
Square feet.

If distance to
competitive retail
centers increases by
20%, small
shopping centers
can expect a 4-6%
increase in sales.

If competitive retails
centers (dominant
larger centers) are
decreased by 20% in
size, smaller
surrounding
shopping centers
can expect a 30-40%
increase in sales.

Statistically
significant at the
.005 confidence
level. This model
explains 73% of the
variation among
stores.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Finn &
Louviere
(1996)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied the
relationship
between anchor
stores (and other
controllable
physical
characteristics) of
shopping centers
and perceptions
of shopping
centers by
consumers and
the impact on
patronage
because of
perceptions.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample:
Survey of 339
individuals in
Edmonton,
Canada in
1988, 1992,
and 1993.
Data Type:
Time series.
Data Sources:
Source not
specifically
identified.
Mail survey of
systematic
sample of 796
names drawn
from the City
and Vicinity
Street Address
Telephone
Directory
using total
design
method.

Research
Method/Desig
n
Multiple
Regression;
Forward
stepwise
regression

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
center
perceptions
and impact
on
patronage:
number of
major and
discount
anchors, the
presence of
each of the
major and
discount
department
anchors, the
shopping
center size in
million
square feet
of GLA, the
center’s city
block
distance
from the city
center, the
number of
store levels
in the center,
and the
number of
specialty
apparel store
in a center.

Research findings
Regressed six image
perceptions: High
Quality, Wide
Selection, Good
Service, Low Prices,
High Prices, Latest
Fashion. All six
were significant at
the .005 level with
70-90% of image
variation explained
by specific anchor
store.
Presence of discount
stores is associated
with significantly
weaker perceptions
of high quality, wide
selection, good
service, high prices,
and latest fashions.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Hardin &
Wolverto
n (2001)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studies the
relationship of
shopping center
rents and
shopping center
image.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 228
neighborhood
centers in 10county
Atlanta
SMSA.
Data Type:
Cross
sectional.
Data Source:
Proprietary
database
maintained by
Dorey
Publishing
and
Information
Services, Inc.;
1997 census
update by
Caliper
Corporation.

Research
Method/Desig
n
OLS in LogLin Form.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
image:
facility
dimensions
including
age,
renovation,
major roads
fronted,
access,
maximum
available
space, center
configuratio
n, center
exterior
dummy
variable.

Research findings
Anchors generate
higher rents for
smaller stores not
because of the store
but this reflects the
types of consumers.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Benjamin
, Boyle,
&
Sirmans
(1990)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied the
relationship
between base
rents and the
percentage rental
rate (charged
based on
percentage of
sales). Other
factors also
regressed to
observe tradeoffs
between base
rents and
percentage rent
rates.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 103
lease
agreements
negotiated
over a 3-year
period for
neighborhood
and
community
shopping
centers
located within
a 3-mile
radius within
same
geographic
area.
Data Type:
Cross
Sectional.
Data Sources:
Files of a
shopping
center
developer
located in
Greensboroug
h, North
Carolina;
Urban Land
Institute.

Research
Method/Desig
n
Hedonic
Regression
with linear
and semi LogLin functional
form.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
rental rate:
annual based
rent is
indicated in
dollars per
square foot.
Percentage
rent rate
rages from 0
– 10%. Sales
level beyond
which
overage rent
is owed and
initial sales
is in dollars
per square
foot.

Research findings
1% increase in
percentage rent rate,
base rent decreases
by $0.41. Increase
from 0-10%, base
rent decreases
$4.09. $100 rise in
the threshold level
of sales overage, a
$0.70 increase in
base rent results.
Statistically
significant at the
.001 level.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Rosiers
&
Theriault
(2004)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied the
relationship
between retail
rental rates/space
and
agglomeration
economies and
retail
concentration
within shopping
centers.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 8
superregional,
regional, and
community
shopping
centers in
Quebec City
during the
1998-2000
period. 941
retail units.
Data Type:
Cross
sectional and
time series.
Data
Source(s):
Rental rate
and other data
collected by
study authors
from shopping
center
managers in
Quebec City;
International
Council of
Shopping
Centers
definition of
retail
establishment.

Research
Method/Desig
n
Multiple
linear
regression
with Natural
Logarithm.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
base rents:
Yearly base
rent.
Measure of
agglomeratio
n and
concentratio
n: Index
expressed as
a percentage
ration of
GLA for
given retail
category or
sub-category
within a
shopping
center to
total GLA.
Measure of
retail mix
attributes:
Index
expressed as
the sum of
the squared
proportion of
each store’s
GLA within
a given retail
category or
sub-category
and for a
given
shopping
center.

Research findings
10% increase in size
of shop results in a
2.8% drop in unit
base rent.
Significant at the
.001 level.
Agglomeration
economies have a
positive impact on
base rents.
Retail concentration
have a negative
impact on base
rents.
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APPENDIX A: Summary Table of Quantitative Literature
Authors
Benjamin
, Jud, &
Winkler
(1998)

Purpose
(Focus)/Depende
nt Variable Used
Studied
relationship
between
prices/rent
relative to retail
space and
vacancy. Demand
and supply model
used.

Sample
Characteristic
s
Sample: 160
observations
from 19
Metropolitan
Statistical
Areas (MSA).
Data Type:
Time series
and cross
sectional.
Data Sources:
F.W. Dodge;
Woods and
Pool
Economics,
Inc. from US
Department of
Commerce;
National Real
Estate Index’s
Market
History
Reports
(1986-1995)
published by
Koll Real
Estate Service
Company;
Citibank Data
Set;
Regulatory
Cost Index by
American
Institute of
Planners.

Research
Method/Desig
n
Two-Stage
Least Squares
and ThreeStage
Generalized
Least Squares
models.
Natural
logarithms
form.

Key
Independent
Variable(s)
Measure of
retails space:
Aggregate
number of
square feet
of retail
space.
Measure of
sales:
Aggregate
real retail
sales by
year.
Measure of
rental rate:
Monthly
rental price
per square
foot.
Measure of
land use
regulations:
Aggregate
measure
created by
combining
several
indices.

Research findings
1% change in rental
price results in a .02% change in
demand for retail
space. Statistically
significant at the .01
level. Demand for
retail space is highly
inelastic to rental
price changes.
1% change in sales
creates
approximately a
0.87% change in
retail space demand.
Statistically
significant at the .01
level.
1% increase in
vacancy rate
decreases the rental
price by 0.1%.
Rental price is
inelastic to changes
in vacancy.
Retail space supply
responds to
variations in price
and land
regulation/availabilit
y.
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APPENDIX B: Pairwise Correlation Coefficients for Independent Variables

Percent
Leased
Percent
Leased
Parking
Ratio
Start Rating
2
Dummy
Star Rating
3
Dummy
Number of
Stories
Dummy
Distance to
Freeway
Competition
within 3
miles
Competition
within 5
miles
Competition
within 8
miles
Competition
within 10
miles
Density
Median
Household
Income
Household
Income
Below
Poverty
Household
Income
Above 200K
Hispanic
Asian

Parking
Ratio

Start
Rating 2
Dummy

Star
Rating 3
Dummy

Number
of
Stories
Dummy

Distance
to
Freeway

Competition
within 3
miles

1
0.1228

1

-0.2199*

-0.0059

1

0.0975

0.0326

0.3742*

1

-0.0151

0.0409

0.0332

0.1026

1

0.0419

-0.1282

0.0034

0.0221

0.0074

1

0.0093

0.0323

0.2980*

0.0563

0.0009

-0.2206*

1

0.1374*

-0.0635

0.0827

-0.0504

-0.0241

-0.1692*

0.2457*

-0.2242*

-0.2387*

0.3323*

0.1352*

0.0312

-0.2176*

-0.2774*

-0.1368*

-0.3065*

0.0854

-0.1036

0.0644

0.4062*

-0.3194*

-0.0025

0.0028

0.2170*

-0.0636

0.1715*

0.3933*

-0.0741

0.1842*

-0.0801

-0.0163

0.0684

-0.1176

0.1946*

-0.113

-0.1165

0.1141

-0.0562

-0.0619

0.1107

-0.3286*

0.0268

0.2063*

-0.2435*

0.2641*

0.0869

-0.091

0.3436*

0.2077*

-0.1724*
0.0204

-0.0009
-0.2756*

-0.0785
-0.084

0.1983*
-0.1450*

-0.0985
-0.2680*

-0.0205
0.1991*

Black

-0.1286

-0.042

-0.0445

-0.0473

-0.3916*

0.3163*

Bachelors

0.1612*

0.0935

0.0664

-0.1016

0.0814

-0.0901

0.1217
0.1152
0.1822*
-0.0345
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Grad
Professional
Age 18+
Vacant
Housing

0.1869*

0.2182*

-0.0825

0.0954

-0.0646

-0.06

-0.2647*

0.0299

-0.0239

0.2423*

0.025

0.0771

0.4706*

-0.1346*

-0.1975*

-0.0026

0.0366

-0.0818

0.1698*

0.2481*

0.1263
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APPENDIX C: Comparing Functional Forms for Best Fit
Lin-Lin
Percent
Leased
Ln Percent
Leased
Parking Ratio
Parking Ratio
SQ
Star Rating
Dummy 2
Star Rating
Dummy 3
Number of
Stories
Dummy
Distance to
Freeway
Distance to
Freeway SQ
Ln Distance
Freeway
Competition
within 3 miles
Competition
within 5 miles
Competition
within 8 miles
Competition
within 10
miles
Density
Density SQ
Ln Density
Median
Household
Income
Median
Household
Income SQ
Ln Median
Household
Income
Household
Income above
200K
Hispanic
Ln Hispanic

Coef.
0.70**
-

Log-Lin

Robust
Std.
Err.
0.329
-

Coef.
0.010**
-

Log-Semi Log

Robust
Std.
Err.
0.005
-

Lin-Quadratic

Coef.
0.010**

Robust
Std.
Err.
0.005

Coef.
-1.212

Robust
Std.
Err.
1.033

-

-

0.204*

0.116

-5.637

4.265

-0.093

0.078

-0.091

0.077

-5.617

4.555

0.759

2.443

0.013

0.034

0.010

0.034

1.917

2.618

6.734

7.498

0.110

0.098

0.101

0.097

8.506

9.102

-0.335

2.189

-0.004

0.032

-

-

2.409

13.906

-

-

-1.920

6.086

-0.001

0.026

40.2941

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-26.279**

13.167

-0.421*

0.219

-0.163

0.233

14.464**
12.159***

5.983

0.230***

0.097

0.074

4.312

-0.188**

0.077

0.128*
0.209**

8.031*

4.764

0.080

0.107

-0.028***

0.008

0.119
0.0004***

-

-

-

-

-0.002***

0.001

0.00004**

0.00001

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.920***
1.024
-

2.621
0.728
-

0.017***
0.016
-

0.0001

0.040
0.012
-

49.764
13.489

0.092

17.634
12.172*

0.082

7.892

5.573

-

0.084
0.00003
-

0.391

0.003

-

-0.001
1.82E08

-0.500

0.354

-

-

0.030
0.411

0.021
0.422

10.273
0.113
-

10.978
2.271
-

-0.254

0.212

6.544

0.0001
-

4.43E08
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Asian
Ln Asian
Black
Ln Black
Bachelors
Grad
Professional
Ln Bachelors
Grad
Professional
_cons
R-Squared
Number of
Significant
Variables

Lin-Lin
2.304*
0.828
0.460
1.538
-

Log-Lin
0.035**
0.014
0.012
0.024
-

3.251**

0.053**

1.601

-

-

0.025

-

-

Log-Semi Log
0.527*** 0.223
-0.239
0.190
-

-

-0.139

0.483

Lin-Quadratic
1.326
3.297
2.318
8.522
4.416

5.199

-

-

0.2437

0.24851

0.24892

0.2537

10

9

4

2

(-) Indicates variable was not used in respective functional form and (SQ) Indicates a quadratic variable
*** Statistical significance with 99% confidence
** Statistical significance with 95% confidence
* Statistical significance with 90% confidence
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APPENDIX D: Interview Questions
1. When a shopping center is at risk of decline or is in decline, is it appropriate to have
someone other than the owner or developer intervene or be involved to help make the
shopping center profitable again? Please explain and provide specific examples. Is there
a role for local government and more specifically Sacramento County in helping
declining shopping centers within the County become profitable? Please elaborate and
provide specific examples.
2. Improvements to a shopping center (i.e., remodeling, new pad development, parking lot
and pedestrian improvements, improving visibility of the center, and/or changing the use
of the shopping center to incorporate business/medical offices or residential) may be
more plausible for some shopping center owners depending on the financial situation of a
shopping center. For example, a longtime shopping center owner that owes zero debt on
a property versus an owner that is repaying a property loan may have different constraints
on what they may be able to do to make a center profitable. Is there a set of tools that can
make reuse or other changes to a shopping center more viable for an owner? If so, please
explain and give specific examples. What role, if any, should the county have in helping
to develop tools, facilitate the development of tools, or bring a set of tools together?
Please explain and provide specific examples.
3. Should the county provide incentives (monetary or nonmonetary) to shopping center
owners of centers in decline or at risk of decline? If so, should these incentives be given
to owners to make improvements to the center (i.e., remodeling, new pad development,
parking lot and pedestrian improvements, improving visibility of the center) or to
redevelop the center for other uses, including non-retail uses (i.e., incorporating
business/medical offices or residential development)? Please explain including providing
specific examples of the types of incentives that you think are necessary and/or
appropriate for Sacramento County to provide.
4. With regard to incentivizing shopping center improvements or implementing different
uses for a shopping center, what incentives (monetary or nonmonetary) do developers
and shopping center owners value the most? Please explain and provide specific
examples of these incentives. With regard to offering incentives and assuming the
County has limited resources, how should the County determine where to spend its
resources in order to maximize improvement of a center?

5. In your experience, what shopping center turnaround strategies have you seen utilized?
Which of these strategies have you seen implemented that turned a power center in
decline into a profitable center again?
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APPENDIX E: Consent Form
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Determinants of Vacancy in Retail Power Centers in Sacramento County and Evaluating
Ecnomic Development Strategies
My name is Natasha Drane, and I am a Master’s student at California State University,
Sacramento, Public Policy and Administration Department. I am conducting this research study
as part of my thesis work and want to understand what might help Sacramento County address
shopping centers in decline or at risk of decline. Specifically, through interviews I seek the
opinion of economic development experts on whether the county should intervene with shopping
centers that are at risk of decline or in decline. If intervention is recommended, what economic
development methods, incentives, or other interventions would work for power centers or other
strip centers?
If you volunteer to participate, you will be asked to particapte in a one-hour interview to be
conducted in-person in Sacramento County at a location of your choosing. If an in-person
interview is not possible for either you as the participant or me as the interviewer, I will conduct
the invterview by telephone. These interviews will be audio recorded so that I can easily refer
back to the information you share in the interview. Specifically, I will use the recording to take
notes, but will not be transcribing the information. I will not use personally identifiable
information in any note taking. I will refer to the responses in my notes as Economic
Development Professional, Economic Development Professional Working in Local Government,
or Developer. The audio recording will be done using my password protected cell phone. I will
download the audio recording to a password protected hard drive and then delete the recording
from my phone. I will destroy the audio files by permanently deleting them from my hard drive
and will shred any written notes once I have completed the study and finalized my thesis, which
will be no later than July 31, 2019.
Your participation in this study will last for the length of the one-hour interview, the time it takes
to read this consent form and the interview questions, and any preparation you choose to do in
advance of the interview. Your participation in this study is voluntary. You have the right not to
participate at all or to leave the study at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you
are otherwise entitled.
There are some possible risks involved for participants. While not anticipated, with a study like
this that collects the personal or professional opinions of individuals, there is a risk that if
confidentiality is breached for any reason this could impact your professional reputation. I am
taking steps to eliminate this risk, which I describe in the following paragraph. There are some
benefits to this research, particularly that I anticipate that the information gathered and aggregated
into themes may help the County Board of Supervisors make decisions about how best to proceed
in addressing shopping centers that are in decline or at risk of decline. I also think these study
results may be more broadly applicable to other local governments.
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It is anticipated that study results will be shared with the public through presentations and/or
publications. Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be
identified with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission.
Measures to insure your confidentiality are the following: (1) Your responses to interview
questions will be aggregated into themes with responses from other interviewees. (2) Audio and
written notes will only be accessed by me. The audio will be stored in a password protected
device and written notes will be kept confidential in a locked drawer. (3) By aggregating the
responses, I will not use any personally identifiable information. If I need to refer to a specific
response or group of responses, I will refer to them by Economic Development Professional,
Economic Development Professional Working in Local Government, or Developer.
Raw data containing information that can be identified with you will be destroyed following the
completion of this study, which will be no later than July 31, 2019.
If you have any questions about the research at any time, please contact me at 916-502-4030 or
natashakarl@gmail.com. You may also contact at anytime and for any reason my faculty advisor
Rob Wassmer at sac65434@csus.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a
participant in a research project please call the Office of Research, Innovation, and Economic
Development, California State University, Sacramento, (916) 278-5674, or email irb@csus.edu.
Your signature below indicates that you have read and understand the information provided
above, that you willingly agree to participate, that you may withdraw your consent at any time
and discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are
otherwise entitled.
Signature
________________________

Date
___________________________

You will receive a copy of this form to take with you.
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